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ABSTRACT
The InAs/GaSb type-II superlattices have drawn extensive research inter-
est in the past few decades. The type-II band alignment in this material
system provides a long cuto wavelength and a wide optical tunable range
in the mid-infrared regime. Photodetectors based on type-II superlattices
are theoretically predicted to surpass the performance of those based on the
commercialized HgCdTe II-VI system. An electronic band structure model is
formulated based on the 8-band k p method. The absorption and quantum
eciency spectra are calculated, showing good agreement with experimental
data. The interfacial eect in type-II superlattices is investigated. It is shown
that the interfacial layers can be employed not only to balance lattice strain
and reduce detector dark current, but also to simultaneously increase the
cuto wavelength and quantum eciency. State-of-art interface controlled
samples designed for comparison study are processed into devices. The de-
vice performance is characterized electrically by dark current measurements,
and optically by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. Signicant im-
provement of device performance by interface control is demonstrated, which
agrees with the prediction by the theoretical model.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and motivation
Infrared (IR) refers to a range of electromagnetic radiation spectrum, the
wavelength of which extends from the red edge of the visible light at around
750 nm all the way to the lower edge of the microwave spectrum at 1 mm.
The infrared range is commonly divided into six sub regimes, namely near
infrared (NIR), short wavelength infrared (SWIR), mid-wavelength infrared
(MWIR), long wavelength infrared (LWIR), very long wavelength infrared
(VLWIR), and far infrared (FIR), as shown in Fig. 1.1. The SWIR (1.4 to
3 m), MWIR (3 to 5 m), LWIR (8 to 14 m), and VLWIR (14 to 24 m)
together are commonly referred to as the mid-IR, which is the main focus of
this thesis.
Figure 1.1: The infrared spectrum.
According to Planck's law, all objects with nite temperature and nite
emissivity () radiate electromagnetic energy, where () = 1 for an ideal
black body, () = 0 for an ideal white body, and 0 < () < 1 for a gray
body. The spectral radiance in terms of the wavelength  can be written as
I(T ) = ()
2hc2
5
1
exp( hc
kBT
)  1 ; (1.1)
1
where I(T ) in Wm
 2sr 1m 1 is the radiated power per unit emission area
per unit solid angle per unit wavelength in the normal direction. The black-
body radiation spectra at 300 K, 1000 K and 2000 K are shown in Fig.
1.2. We can see that objects at room temperature have radiation peaks at
around 10 m. This makes mid-IR an important spectral window for various
detection and sensing purposes.
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Figure 1.2: Spectral radiance of a black body according to Planck's law at
dierent temperatures.
Mid-IR detectors have many important applications such as night vision,
thermography, free-space communication, vibrational spectroscopy, gas sens-
ing and environment control, infrared astronomy, sample composition anal-
ysis, medical diagnostics, and so on. Most of the sensing and detection
work needs to be done in the atmosphere. However, oxygen (O2), carbon
dioxide (CO2), water (H2O) molecules, and many organic compounds have
vibration energies and high absorption in the mid-IR region. Hence, it is
important to design the detectors to work within the spectral window where
the atmosphere has high transmittance. Figure 1.3 shows the atmosphere
transmittance in the near and mid-IR regions. As we can see, the MWIR
(3 to 5 m) and the LWIR (8 to 14 m) are the two high transmittance
windows where most of the important sensing applications are performed.
The most widely used mid-IR photodetector is based on the HgCdTe
(MCT) II-VI material system due to its wide tunable band gap. However,
there are fundamental limits that prevent this system to work at room tem-
perature. Adjusting the cuto wavelength requires precise mole-fraction con-
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Figure 1.3: The atmospheric transmission in the infrared region [1].
trol because of the large band gap dierence between HgTe and CdTe. Such
a II-VI system also suers from the non-uniformity and large defect density
in crystals. The small eective mass causes a large Auger recombination
rate, which reduces the detector signal-to-noise ratio and limits the room
temperature operation.
Type-II superlattice (T2SL) as a detector material has attracted great re-
search interest for the past few decades. Such periodic quantum structures
were rst proposed by L. Esaki [2] using In1 xGaxAs/GaSb1 yAsy in 1977.
Smith and Mailhiot [3] applied the InAs/Ga1 xInxSb system to infrared de-
tectors in 1987. Long optical transition wavelength up to mid-IR becomes
achievable for interband transitions without resorting to intersubband transi-
tions [4]. The type-II material system, a promising candidate for active layer
designs in mid-IR optoelectronic devices, has recently demonstrated room
temperature operation in both interband cascade lasers [5] and photodetec-
tors [6].
Superlattices refer to periodic and alternating thin layers of two materials.
Instead of discrete states, minibands are formed due to the periodic strongly-
coupled multiple quantum wells. \Type-II" refers to the band alignment in
real space where the conduction band minimum is not spatially aligned with
the valence band maximum. As shown in Fig. 1.4, the conduction band
minimum (occurring in InAs layers) can be even lower than the valence band
maximum (occurring in GaSb layers), which is known as the \broken gap."
This band alignment causes electrons and holes to be conned in dierent
layers since the quantum well regions are dierent for electrons and holes.
There are several major advantages of type-II superlattices over HgCdTe
3
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Figure 1.4: Band alignment of an InAs/GaSb type-II superlattice with
separate connement of electrons and holes.
that motivate this research. Firstly, the spatial indirect gap provides a nar-
row eective band gap and a long transition wavelength. Figure 1.4 shows
that the eective band gap can be narrower than that in either InAs or
GaSb, which is promising for long wavelength applications. Secondly, the
separate connement of electrons and holes provides a large tunable range of
the eective band gap. Adjusting the InAs well width has a major eect on
conduction subband energies, yet only a small eect on valence subbands due
to the small hole leakage into InAs layers. Similarly, adjusting the GaSb well
width mainly shifts valence subband energies. Thus, the conduction and va-
lence subbands can be tuned much more independently than in conventional
quantum wells, providing a large tunable range. Thirdly, type-II superlat-
tices using Sb-based III-V lattice matched materials have much better crystal
uniformity and strain balance than HgCdTe. Fourthly, a large reduction of
Auger recombination in type-II superlattice has been demonstrated both the-
oretically and experimentally [7, 8, 9, 10], which greatly favors high temper-
ature and long wavelength operations. The Auger reduction is caused by the
large eective mass due to the strong conduction band-valence band mixing
in type-II materials, and the large heavy-hole light-hole splitting compared
to the eective band gap due to the superlattice quantization. Finally, the
interband transition in type-II superlattices favors TE polarization and is
sensitive to normal incident light, which is a major advantage over quantum
well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs). Intersubband transitions in QWIPs
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prefers TM polarization and requires side-illumination or coupling techniques
such as grating couplers to change the polarization of the normal incident
light.
1.2 Figures of merit and design challenges
Figures of merit for mid-infrared detectors are discussed here in order to
properly evaluate the device performance and provide fair comparison studies
among dierent designs.
1.2.1 Cuto wavelength CO
The cuto wavelength CO is the longest operation wavelength a photode-
tector can reach. It is determined by the eective band gap for a quantum
structure, indicating photons with energy smaller than the eective band gap
cannot be absorbed. To increase the CO, one can use thicker layers in type-
II superlattices to shrink the eective band gap. However, the wavefunction
overlap between electrons and holes decreases with layer thickness, because
with thicker layers the tunneling of electrons into the hole-conning region
is smaller, similarly with the tunneling of holes into the electron-conning
region. Thus the absorption strength is reduced. The design challenge is
to reach desired CO while maintaining the absorption strength. The cuto
wavelength is related to the eective band gap as
CO(in m) =
hc
Eg(in eV )
=
1:24
Eg(in eV)
: (1.2)
1.2.2 Quantum eciency () and responsivity R()
The quantum eciency (QE) () measures the number of electron-hole
pairs generated per incident photon. It mainly depends on the absorption
coecient and the absorber region thickness. Assume a uniform absorption
coecient, the external quantum eciency can be simplied as
ex() = i(1 R)(1  e ()W ); (1.3)
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where R is the surface reectivity, i is the intrinsic quantum eciency, ()
is the absorption coecient, and W is the absorber region thickness. The
internal QE only accounts for the number of photons that enter into the
absorber region. Thus it is related to the external QE as
int() = ex()=(1 R): (1.4)
The challenge here is the tradeo between quantum eciency and CO, which
requires a proper layer structure design. The absorber region thickness W
also aects the tradeo between quantum eciency and the electrical perfor-
mance. When the absorber is thicker, a larger portion of the incoming light
is absorbed, resulting in larger quantum eciency, as shown in Eq. (1.2).
However, a thicker device causes the electric eld across the absorber region
to decrease at a given bias. Thus, photo-generated electron-hole pairs are
harder to be swept apart and collected.
The responsivity R() is the ratio between the RMS output photocurrent
ip and the RMS input optical power P at wavelength . It is closely related
to quantum eciency as
R() =
ip
P
= ex()
q
hc
: (1.5)
1.2.3 Dark current density Jdark and dierential
resistance-area produce R0A
The dark current Idark is the current generated by the photodetector with-
out light illumination. The nite dark current for photodetectors working at
reverse bias is the major limitation for the signal-to-noise ratio. The dark
current has contributions from various mechanisms, each being dominant
at certain voltage bias or temperature. Notable mechanisms include diu-
sion, generation-recombination (G-R), trap-assisted tunneling, and surface
channel current. Most mechanisms depend on intrinsic carrier concentration
ni with an order  > 0 as n

i / exp( Eg=2kBT ) = exp( hc=2kBT ).
Hence, it is challenging to obtain a small dark current at long wavelengths
or high temperatures.
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The total dark current is the sum of contributions from all mechanisms,
Jtotal = Jdiffusion + JG R + Jtunneling + JSC ; (1.6)
where only the four major mechanisms are considered, as mentioned above.
The diusion dark current can be expressed as
Jdiff = qn
2
i

Dp
LpND
+
Dn
LnNA
  
eqV=kBT   1 ; (1.7)
where Dn and Dp are the electron and hole diusion coecients, respectively,
in m2s 1. According to the Einstein relation, Dn=n = D + p=p = kBT=q,
where n and p are the electron and hole mobilities in m
2V 1s 1. Lp =p
Dpp is the diusion length for holes in the n-region, and Ln =
p
Dnn
is the diusion length for electrons in the p-region, where n and p are the
minority carrier lifetimes for electrons and holes.
The generation-recombination dark current can be expressed as [11, 12]
JG R =
nid(V )
G R
sinh( qV=2kBT )
(Vbi   V )=2kBT f(b);
f(b) =
Z 1
0
du
u2 + 2bu+ 1
;
(1.8)
where b = exp( qV=2kBT ), G R is the G-R lifetime, Vbi is the built-in
voltage, and d is the depletion width.
The Zener (band-to-band) tunneling dark current can be expressed as [11,
12]
Jtunneling =
q3F (V )V
42~2
s
2mT
Eg
exp
 
 4
p
2mTE3g
3q~F (V )
!
; (1.9)
where F is the electric eld, and mT is the tunneling eective mass.
There is another challenge when choosing the doping concentration. Nor-
mally when the doping level is higher, the absorption coecient and quantum
eciency decrease. The reason is that for p-doping, the electron occupa-
tion in the valence band decreases and fewer electrons can absorb incoming
photons, and for n-doping, the electron occupation in the conduction band
increases and there are fewer empty states for electrons in the valance band
to be excited to. Thus, both cases hinder the interband absorption. How-
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ever, with higher doping, the minority carrier concentration decreases and
the diusion dark current can be suppressed, which is desirable for larger
signal-to-noise ratio. Hence, there is a tradeo between the electrical and
optical performance when choosing the doping concentration.
Crystal defects are one major reason for dark current since they reduce mi-
nority carrier lifetime, increase diusion dark current, and facilitate generation-
recombination and trap-assisted tunneling. Besides improving the crystal
growth technique, designing a structure with better strain balance and lat-
tice match can help reduce the bulk crystal defect density. Post-processing
techniques such as surface passivation can help reduce the surface defects.
The dierential resistance-area product at zero bias R0A is another key
gure of merit that evaluates the noise of a photodetector. The R0A in

cm2 is dened as
1
(R0A)total
=
dJtotal
dV

V=0
=
d
dV
X
j
Jj

V=0
=
X
j
1
(R0A)j
; (1.10)
where the subscript j indicates all dark current mechanisms. We can then
obtain the R0A corresponding to the three dark current mechanisms in Eqs.
(1.7)-(1.9) as
1
(R0A)diff
=
q2
kBT
n2i

Dp
LpND
+
Dn
LnNA

=
r
q
kBT
qn2i
r
p
p
1
ND
+
r
n
n
1
NA

;
1
(R0A)G R
=
qnid(V = 0)
2VbiG R
;
1
(R0A)tunneling
=
q3F (V = 0)
42~2
s
2mT
Eg
exp
 
  4
p
2mTE3g
3q~F (V = 0)
!
:
(1.11)
Dierent dark current mechanisms depend on dierent orders () of ni, which
is exponentially dependent on the temperature. If there is one dominant
mechanism, the semi-logarithmic plot of R0A and the inverse temperature
is a straight line, and the slope indicates the order . Normally the slope
is dierent within several temperature ranges, and we can determine the
dominant dark current mechanism in each temperature range.
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1.2.4 Specic detectivity D()
The specic detectivity is an universal indicator of the photodetector per-
formance and signal-to-noise ratio. It takes into account both the detector
spectral response and the noise behavior. It is dened as
D() =
p
Af
noise equivalent power
=
R()
p
Afphi2ni ; (1.12)
where
phi2ni is the root mean square of the noise current and D() is in
cm(Hz)1=2=W, or Jones. If the detector noise is thermally (or Johnson noise)
limited, we have
hi2ni =
4kBT
R0
f (1.13)
at zero bias, and the detectivity becomes
Dthermal() =
qex
hc
r
R0A
4kBT
: (1.14)
If the detector is background radiation limited, then
hi2ni = 2q2exBAf; (1.15)
where B is the photon ux density of the background radiation. The detec-
tivity of the background limited infrared photodetector (BLIP) in this case
is written as
DBLIP () =

hc
r
ex
2B
; (1.16)
which is independent of the dierential resistance.
1.3 State of the art
An heuristic predictor of the p/n HgCdTe photodiode performance is known
as the \Rule 07" [13]. The empirical dark current density of HgCdTe detec-
tors as a function of (COT )
 1 is plotted in Fig. 1.5, showing an exponential
dependence on (COT )
 1. The T2SL detector performance is theoretically
9
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Figure 1.5: Dark current densities for detectors based on HgCdTe [13] (blue
solid), theoretical type-II superlattice (circled), state-of-art type-II
superlattice (symbols, non-circled), and the result by the author at UIUC
(purple star).
predicted [14] to surpass that of the HgCdTe detectors, as circled in Fig. 1.5.
The state-of-art T2SL performance by many researchers [15]{[22] is reaching
that of the commercialized HgCdTe detectors. Noteworthy breakthroughs of
the T2SL detectors are summarized as follows. The high performance p-i-n
structure by Fraunhofer et al. [20] in 1997 worked at 8 m with 1 k
cm2
R0A. The W-structure by Vurgaftman et al. [16] at the Navy Research Lab
in 2006 worked at 10.5 m had 29% quantum eciency and 216 
cm2 R0A.
The complementary barrier infrared detectors (CBIRD) by Ting et al. [15]
at the Jet Propulsion Lab in 2009 used both electron and hole barriers and
achieved 14 k
cm2 R0A with a 9.9 m cuto wavelength. The p-M-p and
n--M-p structures by Razeghi et al. [17, 19, 21] at Northwestern University
used the AlSb-containing M-barriers for electrical improvement. The unipo-
lar n-B-n structure and the p-B-i-B-n structure by Krishna et al. [18, 22] at
the University of New Mexico achieved 50% quantum eciency with a 10.8
10
m cuto wavelength.
The best result by the author in this thesis is shown as the purple star.
Given that most state-of-art devices are treated with surface passivation or
use the barrier designs to block dark current, the work shown in this thesis
without passivation or barrier designs can be considered comparable to the
state-of-art performance.
1.4 Thesis overview
This thesis provides a comprehensive study on the theory, modeling, fabri-
cation and characterization of the type-II superlattice (T2SL) infrared pho-
todetectors. The gures of merit that evaluate the infrared photodetector
performance are discussed in detail. The key breakthroughs in this eld are
summarized, and the state-of-art T2SL detector performance is shown to ap-
proach that of the commercialized HgCdTe detectors, showing the promising
future for this research topic. It is also shown that our work at UIUC is close
to the state-of-art performance.
Chapter 2 focuses on the theoretical modeling of the T2SLs using the 8-
band k  p method. We discuss in detail the implementation of this rigorous
model. Our model can not only calculate the electronic band structure and
energy dispersion in T2SLs, but also simulate the optical transition spectra,
such as the photoluminescence and the absorption coecient. This model
can further be employed to nd device-level properties such as the quan-
tum eciency and responsivity, and serve as an important guidance for our
designs.
Chapter 3 covers the p-doping eect and the interfacial eect in T2SLs.
Our modeling results show that the light p-doping only slightly decreases the
absorption coecient and the quantum eciency. Therefore we can use the
light p-doping to optimize the electrical performance by suppressing the mi-
nority carrier concentration or obtaining better band alignment of the barrier
design. The interfacial eect in T2SLs is also predicted to cause a large tun-
able range of the optical properties, depending on the interfacial layer type
and thickness. The photoluminescence measurements of a set of interface
controlled InAs/GaSb T2SLs show a clear red-shift of the peak wavelength
with eectively thicker InSb interfaces. We further see that the cuto wave-
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length and the absorption coecient can be increased simultaneously by the
interfacial eect.
Chapter 4 summarizes the fabrication and characterization procedures for
the T2SL photodetectors. The wet etch and dry etch are compared in terms
of the quality of the device mesa sidewalls. The Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) is used to measure the device photoresponse and the
black-body source is used to calibrate the detector responsivity. Both systems
are set up to enable the bias-dependent measurements. We also study the
scaling law of the zero bias dierential resistance-area product (R0A). We
are able to separate the dark current contribution from the surface channel
and evaluate the etching quality or the future passivation results.
In Chapter 5, I will show the design of a set of InAs/GaSb T2SL device
samples, with and without the InSb interface control for comparison study.
The temperature dependent characterization of the detector dark current and
dierential resistance will demonstrate the advantage of interface control in
terms of strain balance and defect reduction. The optical measurements will
prove the signicant increase of cuto wavelength and the responsivity by
interfacial eect, which is predicted by our model.
Chapter 6 summarizes the major accomplishments of this thesis and shows
the promising future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE IN
TYPE-II SUPERLATTICES
2.1 Introduction
In order to properly design a type-II superlattice photodetector and optimize
the tradeo among the design parameters, we formulate a rigorous model for
band structures and optical properties using the 8-band k  p method [23]{
[27]. This method serves as an ecient model that covers from material level,
quantum structural level, up to the device level calculation. Despite the loss
of atomistic details [28], this method is desirable for large-scale problems, long
wavelength applications, and device modeling [25, 27, 29]. The band struc-
ture near high-symmetry extremum points (e.g.  , X, L) is solved through
the perturbation theory, and the output information is accurate enough for
simulating optoelectronic processes near the semiconductor band gap. The
results from the k p method can be readily used for device-level analysis and
design. Our previous work has applied this method for the gain optimization
in type-II quantum cascade lasers [25]. The calculated material gain spectra,
which enter into the rate equations for light-emitting devices, allow for more
accurate modeling of the light output vs. injection current (L-I) curves. We
have also analyzed the T2SL photodetector performance [29] including the
quantum eciency and responsivity, based on an analytical drift-diusion
model with the input of the calculated absorption spectra.
In this chapter, we derive the new 8-band momentum matrix elements for
TE and TM polarizations. Our expressions, explicitly derived in terms of the
envelope functions, are more straightforward than those by Szmulowicz [30]
(which were expressed in terms of matrices of operators), and more general
than those by Chang and James [31] (which were derived only for intersub-
band transitions in the valence band, ignoring the CB-VB mixing). Our
results under the axial approximation [25] signicantly simplify the compu-
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tation and are readily applicable for modeling optical transitions with CB
and VB mixing, while the ab-initio band structure models are not yet applied
for modeling T2SL optical properties and device performance.
One challenge in the k  p modeling is the determination of the input
bulk band edge parameters. The electron eective mass and the Luttinger
parameters, which account for the hole eective masses, become sensitive
parameters when modeling narrow gap materials, such as InAs and InSb [32].
Band edge parameters, which enter into the Hamiltonian formulation, need
to be corrected from experimental values. Such correction is only necessary
for the 8-band k  p method or beyond, since the CB-VB coupling is already
included in the o-diagonal terms in the 8  8 Hamiltonian. The Luttinger
parameters are also corrected due to the change of the denition for class-B
states (remote bands) in Lowdin's perturbation method [33]. In the 6-band
case [34], s-like CB states are considered as \remote bands," while in the
8-band case [23], s-like CB states belong to the 8-fold bases in class-A states.
We present the correction formulas and summarize the corrected parameters
for commonly used type-II materials.
We verify our model using two dierent boundary conditions: Dirichlet
and periodic boundary conditions (DBC and PBC). Important optical prop-
erties such as absorption coecient and spontaneous emission rate are cal-
culated and compared with the experimental data. Our theoretical results
on absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra agree very well with the
optical measurements. The measured quantum eciency (QE) spectra of a
mid-wave and a long-wave infrared photodetector [35, 36] serve as verica-
tions of our model.
2.2 Eight-band k  p theory
The electronic band structure model for type-II superlattices (T2SLs) is for-
mulated using the 8-band kp method [25, 27]. The model is based on Kane's
theory [23, 26], the Luttinger-Kohn (LK) model [24, 26] for 6-fold degenerate
valence bands, and the Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian [26, 37] for strained semicon-
ductors. When modeling T2SLs containing narrow-gap materials such InAs
and InSb, it is important to include the strong coupling among the eight
bands that are closest to the band gap, namely the conduction band (CB),
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the heavy-hole (HH) band, the light-hole (LH) band, and the spin-orbit split
o (SOSO) band, each with a double spin degeneracy. Applying the Bloch
theorem and the k  p perturbation, the Schrodinger equation for the cell
function uk(r) can be written as
Huk(r) = E(k)uk(r); (2.1)
where the total Hamiltonian is
H =
p2
2m0
+V (r)+
~
4m20c
2
rV p + ~
m0
k 

p+
~
4m0c2
 rV

; (2.2)
where p is the atomic momentum, k is the electron wave vector (~k being
the crystal momentum), V is the potential, and  is the Pauli spin matrix.
The cell function uk(r) can be expanded in terms of the eight-fold bases for
the bands closest to the band gap and the bases for remote bands. We treat
the six valence bands and the two conduction bands as in class A, and the
rest in class B. Then we have
uk(r) =
AX
i
ai(k)ui(k) +
BX

a(k)u(k): (2.3)
Applying Lowdin's perturbation method [33], the original Hamiltonian be-
comes the 8  8 Luttinger-Kohn (LK) Hamiltonian in terms of the class A
eight-fold bases fjiig as Eq. (A-4).
To further reduce the computation, we can use axial approximation and
basis transformation [26] to block-diagonalize the LK Hamiltonian into two
decoupled 4 4 upper and lower Hamiltonians as [25, 27]
HLK88 =
"
HU44(kt) 0
0 HL44(kt)
#
; (2.4)
where HU44(kt) and H
L
44(kt) are given in Eq. (A-1), and the new set of bases
fjuiig is given in Eq. (A-3). Using new basis functions modulated by the
envelope functions g(i), the upper and lower eigen-states of the m- and n-th
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subbands can be expressed as,
	Um(kt; r) =
eiktrtp
A
4X
i=1
g(i)m (kt; z))juii;
	Ln(kt; r) =
eiktrtp
A
8X
i=5
g(i)n (kt; z))juii:
(2.5)
Then the coupled eigen-problem at a given transverse wave number kt be-
comes a matrix equation,
HU44(kt)
266664
g(1)(kt; z)
g(2)(kt; z)
g(3)(kt; z)
g(4)(kt; z)
377775 = EU(kt)
266664
g(1)(kt; z)
g(2)(kt; z)
g(3)(kt; z)
g(4)(kt; z)
377775 ;
HL44(kt)
266664
g(5)(kt; z)
g(6)(kt; z)
g(7)(kt; z)
g(8)(kt; z)
377775 = EL(kt)
266664
g(5)(kt; z)
g(6)(kt; z)
g(7)(kt; z)
g(8)(kt; z)
377775 ;
(2.6)
for the upper and lower Hamiltonians, respectively. For materials with wide
band gaps, the CBs are weakly coupled to the valence bands (VBs) and
usually solved independently from the 6  6 Hamiltonian with VB mixing
[34]. The CB-VB coupling is already included in the eective mass and
Luttinger parameters. However, in the 88 Hamiltonian for narrow band gap
materials, the electron eective mass in the diagonal matrix elements need
to be corrected since the o-diagonal elements already include the coupling.
The original eective mass mc, which can be obtained from experiments [38],
describes the curvature of the eigen-energy dispersion. Yet the corrected
eective mass, denoted by m0c, is the one that enters into the eight diagonal
matrix elements as
hu1;5jHLK88ju1;5i = Ec+A+

~2
2m0
+ A0

(k2t +k
2
z) = Ec+A+
~2
2m0c
(k2t +k
2
z);
(2.7)
where Ec is the unstrained CB edge for bulk, and A is the strain contribution
to CB edge, which is expressed in Eq. (A-2). To nd m0c from the exper-
imentally measured mc, we can write m
0
c in terms of Kane's parameter A
0,
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which is the momentum matrix element between the s-like CBs and remote
bands with  5 symmetry type [23].
A0 =
~2
m20
 5X
j
jhSjpxjujij2
Ec   Ej (2.8)
By solving for the energy dispersion E(kt) near the zone center with expan-
sion up to O(k2t ), we can derive the expression [39, 40] for mc as
m0
mc
= 1 +
2m0
~2
A0 + Ep
Eg + 2=3
Eg(Eg +)
; (2.9)
where  is the spin-orbit split-o energy. Therefore the electron eective
mass correction from the experimental values can be written as
m0
m0c
=
m0
mc
  Ep Eg + 2=3
Eg(Eg +)
: (2.10)
The experimentally measured Luttinger parameters correspond to the Dres-
selhaus [41] denition, where the class-A states for Lowdin's perturbation
method [33] use the six-fold VB bases. However, for the 8-band LK Hamil-
tonian, the class-A states should be dened using the eight-fold bases [23,
39, 40] including the two s-like CBs. Therefore we need to subtract the extra
coupling term between the s-like CB states and the p-like VB states from the
original Luttinger parameters [23, 38, 39, 40, 41] as
1 = 
L
1  
Ep
3Eg +
;
2 = 
L
2  
1
2

Ep
3Eg +

;
3 = 
L
3  
1
2

Ep
3Eg +

:
(2.11)
Table 2.1 shows the original and the corrected material parameters. Values
are updated from [25] to include the corrections and the original parameters
are within the error margins in [38].
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Table 2.1: Input material parameters for the 8-band k  p method
Parameter Symbol GaSb InAs InSb AlSb
Lattice constant (A) a 6.0854 6.0522 6.4717 6.1297
Deformation potentials (eV)
ac  7.5  5.08  6.94  4.5
av 0.8 1 0.36 1.4
b  2  1.8  2  1.35
Elastic stiness constant
(1011dyne=cm2) C11 8.842 8.329 6.847 8.769
Elastic stiness constant
(1011dyne=cm2) C12 4.026 4.526 3.735 4.341
Band gap at 0K (eV) Eg 0.81 0.42 0.235 2.386
Band gap at 77K (eV) Eg 0.80 0.407 0.227 2.374
Electron eective mass mc/m0 0.0412 0.0224 0.0135 0.13
Corrected electron
eective mass m0c/m0 1.053 2.51 1.84 2.716
Luttinger parameters
L1 11.84 19.4 32.4 4.15
L2 4.25 8.545 13.3 1.28
L3 5.01 9.17 15.15 1.75
Corrected Luttinger
parameters
1 4.86 6.30 16.78 1.76
2 0.76 1.99 5.61 0.085
3 1.52 2.62 7.46 0.55
Optical matrix
parameter (eV) Ep 22.4 21.5 23.3 18.7
Spin-orbit split-o
energy (eV)  0.81 0.38 0.81 0.65
Valence-band oset
energy (w.r.t. GaSb) (eV) VBO 0  0.56 0.01 0.03  0.38
2.3 Dirichlet boundary condition (DBC) and periodic
boundary condition (PBC)
Practical designs of T2SLs have hundreds of periods to maintain sucient
quantum eciency. Hence the solution region in the model needs to be
truncated using boundary conditions. Both the Dirichlet boundary condition
(DBC) and the periodic boundary condition (PBC) are used with dierent
numbers of periods [27]. The objective is to show that beyond a certain
number of periods the solution converges regardless of the choice of boundary
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condition.
Assume Lp is the thickness of one superlattice period and LT is the to-
tal thickness of N periods, where LT = NLp. Then the DBC requires the
wavefunction to be zero at the two boundaries,
g(i)m (kt; LT=2) = g(i)m (kt; LT=2) = 0; (2.12)
where the solution region for the DBC is ( LT=2; LT=2). For the PBC, only
one superlattice period Lp is solved, yet an additional Bloch wave number
qz^ is introduced to account for the Bloch phase shift between two bound-
aries, caused by the periodicity in z-direction (epitaxial growth direction).
Each period recovers itself after N number of phase shifts. The PBC is
implemented as,(
g
(i)
m (kt; z + Lp) = e
iqLpg
(i)
m (kt; z);
g
(i)
m (kt; z + LT ) = g
(i)
m (kt; z +NLp) = g
(i)
m (kt; z):
(2.13)
The eigen-equation becomes
eiNqLp = 1; and q =
2n
NLp
: (2.14)
where q takes N (or N +1) values in the rst Brillouin zone ( =Lp; =Lp),
n =
8><>:
0; 1; 2; :::; N
2
N is even;
0; 1; 2; :::; N   1
2
N is odd:
(2.15)
The solution region of one period Lp is solved for N (or N+1) times applying
dierent Bloch phase shift eiqLp .
The nite-dierence method is used to solve the matrix eigen-equations in
Eq. (2.6). For the DBC, each subband (e.g. C1 or HH1) splits intoN coupled
states forming minibands, which is consistent with the coupled-mode theory.
The band edge energies converge as N increases. For the PBC, the CB and
VB states with the q = 0 boundary phase shift determine the eective band
gap.
The assignment of band names such as CB, HH, and LH depends on the
dominant envelope function at the band edge (i.e. HH if g(2) dominant).
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Figure 2.1 shows the dominant envelope function g(1) for CB and g(2) for HH.
The coupling among electrons conned in the InAs layers is strong due to the
thin GaSb layers. For the DBC, this strong coupling causes a slow-varying
envelope that modulates the wavefunctions, which is mathematically due to
the innite barriers at the boundaries. For the PBC, the strong coupling is
observed as the large non-zero mean value of the wavefunctions. Despite the
dierence in wavefunctions, the optical matrix elements for DBC and PBC
should converge, because the overlap integration can be approximated by a
product of two integrals, one over the fast-varying part in a single superlattice
period, and the other over the slow-varying part across the whole solution
region. The integral of the slow-varying envelope for the DBC is equivalent
to the large non-zero mean when using the PBC.
Figure 2.2 shows the energy dispersion relation E   kt calculated for nine
periods of superlattice. The eective band gap and the band edge energies
for DBC and PBC agree well. For the DBC, each subband splits into nine
coupled states, which converge at higher kt. For PBC, each subband splits
into ve discrete energy levels because of the double degeneracy among the
nine dierent q values (E+q(kt) = E
 q(kt)).
2.4 Absorption and photoluminescence spectra
From the Fermi's golden rule, we can obtain the absorption coecient [26]
in a quantum well structure as
(~!) =
e2
nrc0m20!
U;LX
1;2
X
n;m
1
LT
Z 2
0
d
2
Z 1
0
ktdkt
2
jh	1;nc je^  pj	2;mv ij2
 [f2;mv (kt)  f1;nc (kt)]L(kt; ~!):
(2.16)
To account for a nite transition linewidth due to various scattering mech-
anisms, the normalized Gaussian distribution is used for the lineshape func-
tion, with  being the linewidth parameter,
L(kt; ~!) =
1

p
2
exp

 (Ec;n(kt)  Ev;m(kt)  ~!)
2
22

: (2.17)
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Figure 2.1: Wavefunctions at kt = 0 solved using the Dirichlet boundary
condition (DBC) and the periodic boundary condition (PBC) [27]. jg(1)j of
the lowest C1 band (green) and jg(2)j of the highest HH1 band (red) are
plotted with C1 and HH1 band edges (blue dashed). The zero energy
reference is chosen as the unstrained conduction band edge of InAs.
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Figure 2.2: Energy dispersion relation with the transverse wave number
[27]. Blue dashed lines indicate the band edge energies. The zero energy
reference is chosen as the unstrained conduction band edge of InAs.
The Fermi distribution functions are
fnc (kt) =
1
1 + exp(Ec;n(kt) Fc
kT
)
;
fmv (kt) =
1
1 + exp(Ev;m(kt) Fv
kT
)
;
(2.18)
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where fnc (kt) and f
m
v (kt) are electron occupation probability in the n-th con-
duction subband with an energy Ec;n(kt) and the m-th valence subband with
an energy Ev;m(kt), respectively. Fc and Fv are the quasi-Fermi level for the
conduction band and the valence band, respectively. (1   fmv ) is the occu-
pation probability by the holes. The summation over 1 and 2 accounts for
the spin degeneracy and includes the transitions among eigen-states of both
upper and lower 4 4 Hamiltonian.
The evaluation of the 8  8 momentum matrix elements is dierent from
that of the 6  6 case [34], as suggested by Chang and James [31], and
Szmulowicz [30]. In the 66 case, the CB states are purely s-like and the VB
states are purely p-like even with VB mixing. All interband transition matrix
elements are products of hSjpzjZi and the summation of overlap integrals
of envelope functions. In the 8  8 case, both the CB and the VB states
include the 8-band mixing and interband transitions from p-like to p-like
states are allowed. Since the momentum operator does not commute with
the Hamiltonian, the momentum matrix cannot be simultaneously block-
diagonalized by the new bases fjuiig. Such a dense 8 8 momentum matrix
can be obtained from the Hamiltonian using the rst-order kp perturbation,
p88 =
m0
~
rkH88; (2.19)
since Hk  H0+(~=m0)k p. The gradient in Eq. (2.19) is expanded by the
second-order derivatives of the Hamiltonian. Then the momentum matrix
elements can be written as
h	1;nc (kt; z)je^  pj	2;mv (kt; z)i
= e^ 
X
i;j
Z
dz
 
g(i)n (kt; z)
 hm0
~
rkHij
i
g(j)m (kt; z);
(2.20)
which is consistent with [31] and [30]. The 88 momentum matrix elements
for TE and TM polarizations in terms of the envelope functions are expressed
in Appendix B.
The spontaneous emission considers only the downward transition from the
CBs to the VBs. It only requires the initial state to be occupied and the nal
state empty, assured by the term fc(1   fv). The photoluminescence (PL)
spectrum is equivalently the spontaneous emission spectrum, where the spon-
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taneous emission rate per unit volume per unit energy interval (s 1cm 3eV 1)
can be written as
rspon(~!) =
nre
2!
c3~0m20
U;LX
1;2
X
n;m
1
LT
Z 2
0
d
2
Z 1
0
ktdkt
2
jh	1;nc je^  pj	2;mv ij2f1;nc (kt)[1  f2;mv (kt)]L(kt; ~!):
(2.21)
The integrations over kt in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.21) are calculated numerically
by within a nite range (kt = 0:2=A). The high-kt transitions contribute little
to the infrared absorption or emission, and the lineshape function approaches
zero rapidly when kt is large. For absorption in an intrinsic T2SL, the quasi-
Fermi-level separation is zero (Fc = Fv) and the Fermi level lies in the middle
of eective band gap. Therefore the Fermi function dierence (fv   fc) is
1. For PL, low-level injection creates a small quasi-Fermi-level separation
but the two quasi-Fermi levels are both deep within the gap. For the gain
spectrum, the Fermi function dierence fv   fc must be negative in order to
have population inversion and a positive gain value. Therefore the injection
level needs to be high enough to create a large quasi-Fermi-level separation
(Fc   Fv). Gain is equivalent to negative absorption, thus,
g(~!) =  (~!): (2.22)
The quasi-Fermi levels Fc and Fv in Eq. (2.18) are related to the injected
carrier density by
n =
U;LX
1
X
n
1
2LT
Z 1
0
ktdktf
1;n
c (kt);
p =
U;LX
2
X
m
1
2LT
Z 1
0
ktdkt [1  f2;mv (kt)] :
(2.23)
To solve Fc and Fv using Eq. (2.23), we need to nd carrier densities n and
p from the charge neutrality condition,
n+N A = p+N
+
D ; (2.24)
where N+D is the ionized donor concentration, and N
 
A is the ionized acceptor
concentration. The carrier densities n and p can be found from n = n0+ n,
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p = p0 + p, and n = p, where n and p are the excess electron and
hole concentrations due to electrical or optical injection. n0 and p0 are the
electron and hole concentrations, respectively, at thermal equilibrium. For
low-level injection condition such as photoluminescence,
n0 =
n2i
p0
 n = p p0 = N A  N+D ; for p-type;
p0 =
n2i
n0
 n = p n0 = N+D  N A ; for n-type;
n0 = p0 = ni  n = p; for intrinsic.
(2.25)
For absorption spectra at zero bias, the excess carrier density is zero (n =
p = 0).
2.5 Comparison with experimental data
The absorption spectra of an intrinsic InAs/GaSb 44 A/21 A T2SL on GaSb
substrate are calculated using the DBC and the PBC with dierent numbers
of periods, as shown in Fig. 2.3. We can see that the two boundary condi-
tions are consistent especially near the cuto. For either boundary condition,
the calculation shows good convergence even with 11 periods. Specic tran-
sitions among minibands (e.g. HH1-C1, LH1-C1) are shown in the inset of
Fig. 2.3. The onset of transitions among dierent minibands are consistent
with the eective band gaps shown in Fig. 2.2. The HH1-C1 transition
turns on at around 130 meV in Fig. 2.3. The second step of the HH1-to-all
CBs absorption curve (black curve in Fig. 2.3 inset) is due to the HH1-C2
transition, which agrees with the eective band gap between C2 and HH1
minibands (470 meV) in Fig. 2.2. The LH1-C1 transition starts at around
300 meV, which is the eective band gap between C1 and LH1 minibands.
The peak of LH1-C1 transition appears at 500 meV due to the large wave-
function overlap at this transition energy and the contribution from higher
kt states.
Figure 2.4 shows the absorption and PL dependence on the nite linewidth
parameter. Both the cuto behavior in the absorption curve and the width
of PL spectrum are broadened with a larger linewidth parameter. How-
ever, the 50% cuto energy in the absorption spectrum is convergent and
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Figure 2.3: Theoretical TE absorption spectra [27] of an InAs/GaSb 44
A/21 A T2SL on a GaSb substrate using the Dirichlet boundary condition
(solid lines) with 7 (blue), 9 (green), and 11 (red) periods, and the periodic
boundary condition (dashed) with 11 (red), 15 (green), and 19 (blue)
periods. Inset: Total absorption with the Dirichlet boundary condition
(blue), rst heavy-hole to all conduction subbands (CBs) absorption
(black), rst light-hole to all CBs absorption (green), and second
heavy-hole to all CBs absorption (red).
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Figure 2.4: Theoretical TE absorption coecients (solid) and
photoluminescence (PL) spectra (dashed) in arbitrary unit near cuto for
linewidth parameter =6 meV (blue), =12 meV (red), and =16 meV
(black). The 50% absorption cuto points coincide with each other for
dierent linewidth parameters and align with the peak PL frequency. The
50% cuto wavelength is shown to be independent of the chosen linewidth
parameter. The inset shows the quasi-Fermi levels for electrons (red) and
holes (blue) at low-level injection during PL measurement.
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the three absorption curves intersect each other at the same point. Also, the
peak wavelength of the PL spectrum is nearly independent of the linewidth,
but instead mainly determined by the bandedge transition energy. The con-
verging behavior of the 50% cuto does not depend on the chosen type of
the lineshape function, as long as the it is symmetrical about the peak and
properly normalized.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between theoretical model and experimental data
[35] for an InAs/GaSb 18 A/22 A MWIR T2SL on GaSb substrate. Both
the periodic boundary condition (PBC) and Dirichlet boundary condition
(DBC) (inset) are used, along with dierent linewidth parameter .
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between our theoretical model and experimental
data [36] for an InAs/GaSb 48 A/22 A LWIR T2SL on GaSb substrate.
Both the periodic boundary condition (PBC) and Dirichlet boundary
condition (DBC) are used and dierent valence band oset (VBO) values
take into account the interfacial eect if actual interfacial layers are not
included in the model.
We further compare the theoretical results to the experimental data and
show a very good agreement in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6. The measured absorp-
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tion spectra are converted from the quantum eciency (QE) spectra for a
mid-wave infrared (MWIR) detector [35] with a 3.6 m cuto wavelength and
a long-wave infrared (LWIR) detector [36] with a 12 m cuto wavelength.
The absorption coecient is an intrinsic property of the designed T2SL while
quantum eciency is a device-dependent property, which is aected by the
doping concentration, the thickness of each doped region, minority carrier
lifetime, minority carrier diusion length, and so on. The minor spectral
dips in the measured QE spectra in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 are due to the
atmospheric absorption. The absorption data converted from measured QE
follows our theoretical prediction for both MWIR and LWIR cases. The er-
ror becomes larger when wavelength approaches cuto partially due to the
increasing diculty in separating weak signal from large noise uctuation
during measurement.
2.6 Summary
We have presented a comprehensive model of the electronic band structure
and optical properties of T2SL photodetectors using the 8-band kp method.
The theoretical formulation for the 8-band Hamiltonian and the explicit ex-
pressions of the 8-band momentum matrix elements are included. Material
parameters of Sb-based binary compounds commonly used in type-II struc-
tures are updated and summarized. Numerical results using two dierent
boundary conditions are compared, showing good agreement. Our theo-
retical results of the T2SL optical properties, including the absorption and
photoluminescence spectra, agree very well with the experimental data.
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CHAPTER 3
OPTICAL PROPERTIES IN TYPE-II
SUPERLATTICES WITH DOPING AND
INTERFACIAL EFFECT
3.1 Introduction
Doping concentration is one of the most important design parameters for
type-II superlattice (T2SL) photodetectors besides the layer structure. It
determines the band alignment among dierent doped regions and aects
the carrier transportation. The control of doping concentration is not only
important for conventional p-i-n detectors, but also crucial for novel barrier
detectors, such as nBn [22], CBIRD (complementary-barrier infrared detec-
tor) [15], and p-B-i-B-n [18]. In these structures, the proper band-alignment
between narrow-gap and wide-gap superlattice regions through doping is re-
quired so that the barrier blocks one type of carriers but not the other. By
introducing tailoring the doping, the minority carrier concentration can also
be optimized to reduce the diusion dark current.
While improving the electrical performance with doped superlattice re-
gions, we need to ensure that the optical performance is not largely sacriced.
When n-type dopants are introduced, the electron concentration increases,
the Fermi level moves toward higher energies, and the electron occupation
probability in conduction subbands increases, which reduces the absorption
coecient. Similarly, when p-type dopants are introduced, the hole con-
centration increases, the Fermi level moves toward lower energies, and the
electron occupation probability in valence subbands decreases, which also
reduces the absorption coecient.
In this chapter, we investigate the light p-doping eect on the T2SL optical
properties. Because of the large eective mass of the valence subbands, we
show with our model that the reduction of the absorption coecient and
quantum eciency is insignicant using the light p-doping. This gives us the
freedom to optimize the electrical performance by suppressing the minority
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electron concentration and the diusion dark current.
One challenge of modeling heterostructures is the determination of the
band alignment, or the commonly used parameter: valence band oset (VBO).
Variation in the measured VBO causes a large uctuation in the modeled
results for narrow-gap materials. The interfacial (IF) layers formed at the
heterojunctions play an important role in the uncertainty of band alignments
besides experimental errors. Previous modeling work mostly included the IF
eect by adjusting the VBO values or using a graded potential prole. How-
ever, these approaches failed to account for the large IF lattice mismatch
and the strain eect on the band structure and the optical properties. In
this thesis, we include actual IF layers in our model and demonstrate the
signicance of the IF eect. IF layers are often used to study lattice mis-
match and achieve strain balance [42, 43, 44, 45]. Beyond previous studies,
we predict with our model that one can obtain a large tunable range of opti-
cal properties by controlling the IF layer type and thickness. Our prediction
is conrmed by the photoluminescence and absorption measurements of a set
of interface controlled T2SL samples.
3.2 Doping eect on optical properties
The external quantum eciency (QE) of an InAs/GaSb 45 A/24 A type-II
superlattice photodetector is modeled with dierent p-doping conditions, as
shown in Fig. 3.1. We use a uniform doping in the absorber, which can be
well controlled during crystal growth. When the absorber region is lightly
p-doped, the quantum eciency decreases slightly because more holes are
introduced in the valence band (VB). But the PL intensity increases with
p-doping since the VB becomes increasingly occupied by holes (the quasi-
Fermi level for holes shifts to lower energy), and allows a larger spontaneous
emission rate. Since the doping is light and uniform, the problem of band
distortion should not be signicant. The fact that the light p-doping does not
change the cuto wavelength and only slightly aects the QE means that one
can use a lightly doped absorber region to reduce the dark current and dras-
tically improve the electrical performance of photodetectors by suppressing
the minority carrier concentration.
The reason that light p-doping increases PL intensity signicantly but de-
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Figure 3.1: Modeled external quantum eciency and photoluminescence
(PL) spectra of a 300-period lightly p-doped InAs/GaSb 45 A/24 A type-II
superlattice absorber with NA = 5 1016 cm 3 (cross), NA = 2 1016 cm 3
(dashed), NA = 5 1015 cm 3 (solid).
creases absorption slightly can be understood as follows. The PL intensity
(or spontaneous emission) depends on fc(1   fv), as shown in Eq. (2.21),
where fc and fv are electron occupation probability for conduction and va-
lence band, respectively. The light p-doping introduces more holes in the VB
and shifts the quasi-Fermi level for holes (Fv) toward lower energies. For low-
level injection, both quasi-Fermi levels (Fc and Fv) are within the eective
gap. Since both fc and (1 fv) are close to zero, a slight increase in p-doping
(and decrease in Fv) will signicantly increase the value of (1   fv), thus
increasing the PL peak intensity drastically. We can also see in Fig. 3.1 that
the p-doping does not change the PL peak wavelength, which is determined
by the T2SL band structure. The PL FWHM linewidth is not changed by
the doping, either.
Unlike the photoluminescence, the absorption depends on (fv   fc), as
shown in Eq. (2.16). Under zero or reverse bias, both quasi-Fermi levels (Fc
and Fv) are deep within the eective band gap, thus fv is close to one and
fc is close to zero. A slight increase in light p-doping (and decrease in Fv)
will decrease fv slightly. Yet the eect on absorption is small since (fv   fc)
is still close to one, as long as the doping is light.
The total spontaneous emission rate per unit volume (s 1cm 3) can be
found from the integration of the emission spectrum in Eq. (2.21) as
Rspon =
Z 1
0
rspon(~!)d(~!): (3.1)
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The spontaneous emission rate can be written empirically as
Rspon = B(np  n0p0) = B(n0 + p0 + p)p  B(p0 + p)p; (3.2)
where B is bimolecular recombination coecient. n = p because the same
number of electrons and holes are injected, and n0  p0 due to p-doping.
From Eq. (3.2) we expect that the spontaneous emission rate calculated from
the PL spectra is proportional to the p-doping concentration and increases
quadratically with the injection level.
Figure 3.2 shows the integrated PL peak intensity or spontaneous emission
rate (SER) in cm 3s 1 as a function of p-doping concentration, calculated
with 8-band kp method, where the excess carrier concentration (or injection
level) is xed at n = p = 8 1014 cm 3. The calculated result is tted to
Eq. (3.2), showing that the SER increases linearly with doping concentration
when injection is xed. The extracted B coecient is 9:00610 11 cm 3s 1.
Figure 3.3 shows the integrated PL peak intensity or SER in cm 3s 1
as a function of excess carrier concentration, calculated with the 8-band
k  p method, where the light p-doping concentration is xed at p0 t N A =
1 1016 cm 3. The calculated result is tted to Eq. (3.2), showing that the
SER increases quadratically with excess carrier concentration when doping
concentration is xed. The extracted B coecient is 8:748 10 11 cm 3s 1,
which agrees well with the previous tting.
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Figure 3.2: Integrated photoluminescence intensity (or spontaneous
emission rate) calculated as a function of p-doping concentration. Linear
empirical model can be used to extract the spontaneous emission factor.
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Quadratic empirical model can be used to extract the spontaneous emission
factor.
The above results show that our k  p band structure model can be used
to calculate the B coecient, which is important when light emission is con-
sidered.
3.3 Interfacial eect on optical properties
When designing mid-wave (MW) and long-wave (LW) IR detectors, variation
of material properties can signicantly change the detector performance due
to the relatively small transition energy. One major challenge of employing
narrow-gap materials (e.g. InAs, InSb) for such detectors comes from the
uncertainty of material properties, especially the band osets, at heterojunc-
tions. Dierent crystal growth conditions and element types strongly aect
the material bonds formed at interfaces, which also cause large variation of
experimentally measured band osets by dierent researchers [38].
Interfacial (IF) layers, either unintentionally or intentionally formed, are
present at the InAs/GaSb heterojunction. Since InAs and GaSb do not
share a common anion or cation, InSb-like or GaAs-like interfaces are nor-
mally formed. The type of IF layers depends on growth techniques, atomic
segregation [46], and the diusion of certain elements at the GaSb-on-InAs
or InAs-on-GaSb interface. With the development of crystal growth tech-
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niques, IF layers can be well controlled or forced intentionally at all inter-
faces [47, 48, 49, 50]. IF layers have been commonly used for strain bal-
ance and better crystal quality during T2SL growth, whether using metal-
organic chemical vapor deposition [48] (MOCVD) or molecular beam epitaxy
[49, 50, 51] (MBE). We further demonstrate that a large tunable range of
optical properties in T2SL can be achieved by controlling the IF layers.
The 8-band k  p method [27] is employed to model the T2SL band struc-
ture and optical properties, such as the absorption and photoluminescence
(PL) spectra. Despite the loss of atomistic details, this method is desir-
able for large-scale problems with veried accuracy [27, 29], while ab-initio
methods are still complex for modeling T2SL optical properties and device
performance. In our model, the IF layers are forced at the heterojunctions
while the thickness of one superlattice period remains the same. The proles
for bulk conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) edges are shown in
Fig. 3.4, together with the strained CB and heavy-hole (HH) bandedges.
The values used for unstrained conduction and valence bandedges are listed
in Table 2.1. Due to the large lattice mismatch (> 6%) between the IF layers
and the GaSb substrate, the biaxial compressive strain in InSb shifts both
the CB and HH edges much higher from the unstrained case, while the biax-
ial tensile strain in GaAs shifts both the CB and HH edges much lower from
the unstrained case.
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Figure 3.4: Bandedge alignment of the InAs/GaSb heterojunction when
including interfacial layers of (a) InSb type and (b) GaAs type. Dashed
lines are conduction (black) and valence (blue) bandedges for unstrained
bulk. Solid lines are conduction (green) and heavy-hole (red) bandedges for
strained bulk.
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The quantized eigen-energies are solved from the coupled 8  8 Hamil-
tonian for an InAs/GaSb 44 A/21 A T2SL. The CB edges, VB edges, and
bandedge transition wavelengths are obtained for dierent IF layer types and
thicknesses, as shown in Fig. 3.5. When forcing InSb or GaAs IF layers, the
CB edge variation is small. However, thicker InSb IF layers increase the VB
edge energy while thicker GaAs IF layers decrease the VB edge energy. As a
result, the bandedge transition has a signicant red-shift with InSb IF layers
and a blue-shift with GaAs IF layers. If the IF layer is assumed as GaSb, it
is equivalent to an increase in the GaSb thickness and a decrease in the InAs
thickness. The CB edge and VB edge both shift higher (black curves in Fig.
3.5(a)) due to a smaller electron-conning region and a larger hole-conning
region. Therefore the transition wavelength has little change (black curves
in Fig. 3.5(b)). Similarly, if the IF layer is InAs, the CB and VB edges shift
in the same direction and produce a small variation in transition wavelength
(red curves in Fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: (a) Conduction bandedge and valence bandedge energies, and
(b) bandedge transition wavelengths when dierent interfacial (IF) layer
thicknesses are forced in an InAs/GaSb 44 A/21 A superlattice. Four types
of IF layers are modeled: InSb (dot), GaAs (cross), GaSb (circle), and InAs
(triangle).
The PL spectra are equivalent to the spontaneous emission spectra at low-
injection levels. The PL peak has a clear blue-shift with increasing GaAs IF
layer thickness and red-shift with increasing InSb layer thickness, as shown in
Fig. 3.6. The InSb IF with compressive strain creates a larger broken-gap VB
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alignment, and allows strong tunneling of holes across the interface. Thus the
wavefunction overlap is stronger, resulting in larger optical transition rates.
Conversely, the GaAs IF with tensile strain creates a larger VB barrier at
the interface, and hinders optical transitions.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between interfacial (IF) engineering and well-width
engineering: (a) Modeled absorption spectra at 77 K for an InAs/GaSb 44
A/21 A superlattice with forced GaAs IF layers, InSb IF layers (inset), and
without IF layers (dashed lines for both cases). (b) Modeled absorption
spectra at 77 K for InAs/GaSb T2SLs with dierent layer structures.
Many researchers have demonstrated that interface engineering can greatly
reduce the lattice mismatch and optimize the T2SL quality [48, 49, 50, 51].
We further study the improvement of the absorption coecient by controlling
the IF layers. Figure 3.7 compares the IF engineering to the conventional
well-width engineering of the absorption spectra. By adjusting the well-
widths, a longer cuto wavelength can be obtained by using thicker wells.
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However, the coupling and wavefunction overlap will reduce since electrons
and holes are conned in dierent layers. In Fig. 3.7(b), 48 A/24 A struc-
ture has a longer cuto wavelength than other three while the absorption
strength at the rst plateau is lower. By forcing IF layers, longer cuto
wavelength and larger absorption can be achieved simultaneously, as shown
in Fig. 3.7(a). While the well-width engineering is good for absorption op-
timization in a narrow spectral range near cuto, IF engineering is eective
for the whole spectral range. One side-eect may be the inuence on overall
lattice mismatch. However, if the type of interfacial layer is chosen prop-
erly, the superlattice can have better strain balance and improved optical
performance at the same time. Since relative thin IF layers are enough to
provide large optical tunable range, the crystal quality can be controlled with
well-developed growth techniques.
Figure 3.8: The layer structure and interface information of ve type-II
superlattice photoluminescence samples from IQE, Inc.
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Figure 3.9: Measured photoluminescence spectra (77 K) of 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While the origin of IF layers in InAs/GaSb T2SLs has been frequently
studied [46, 52, 53], we propose the insertion of intentional IF layers for the
improvement of T2SL optical properties. With a better control of the growth
conditions, IF asymmetries between InAs-on-GaSb and GaSb-on-InAs can be
minimized, with reduced IF roughness and atomic incorporation [54, 55].
The PL spectra of ve T2SL samples (listed in Fig. 3.8) from IQE, Inc.
with the same InAs/GaSb 44 A/21 A layer structure but dierent IF control
are measured at 77K, as shown in Fig. 3.9. These samples are grown specif-
ically for PL and absorption studies but not devices since they are undoped.
The data were acquired at 78 K with a FTIR spectrometer in a double-
modulation conguration with an EO Systems MCT10-020-ELN6 detector
at ASL Analytical, Inc. The \neutral" sample (crosses) is grown without
intentional interface control. The two samples InSb-like with Sb-soak (solid)
and thin InSb with Sb-soak (dashed) are grown by having excess Sb at the
growth surface when switching between the growth of InAs to GaSb, and
vice versa. Compared to the \neutral" sample, the formation of InSb-bonds
is encouraged in the Sb-soak samples. The wavelength shift is small because
the soaking does not eectively force additional InSb layers. For the two
samples with forced InSb, sub-monolayers of InSb are deposited by open-
ing the In shutter under excess Sb. When thicker InSb interfacial layers are
deposited, we observe a large red-shift of the PL peak.
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Due to the diculty in controlling binary IF layers, atomic segregation,
and interface diusion [46], ternary IF layers are commonly formed [51]. We
obtain the ternary material parameters by linear interpolation depending on
the mole fraction, and replace the IF layers by ternary compounds. The
exceptions are the quantities related to gap energies and band osets, where
nonlinear bowing terms are included. We model the bandedge transition
wavelength in InAs/GaSb T2SL when forcing ternary IF layers of all four
possible types, as shown in Fig. 3.10. The ternary compounds reduce cut-
o shifting range resulting from pure InSb or GaAs IF layers, yet the mole
fraction serves as another freedom for strain balance and crystal quality op-
timization.
3.4 Transmission and absorption measurements with
FTIR
Monochromators based on diraction gratings or prisms are commonly used
for measuring spectra in visible and near-infrared range. However, as the
wavelength becomes longer, it becomes increasingly dicult to separate spa-
tially the wavelength components. Also, the background black-body radia-
tion is strong in the mid-infrared region. Thus, the Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer (FTIR) becomes a desirable choice due to its signicantly bet-
ter signal-to-noise ratio, accuracy, and resolution. As shown in Fig. 3.11, the
FTIR is based on the Michelson interferometer. Instead of direct spectral
measurement, it measures the signal response as a function of mirror posi-
tion, which is also known as the interferogram. Then the Fourier transform
is applied to extract the spectral response. The source beam incident on the
beam splitter is separated into two beams at O, one to be reected by a xed
mirror at F , and the other by a movable mirror at M . The two beams com-
bine at O0 and transmit to the detector. The optical path dierence between
the two beams is
 = (OM +MO0)  (OF + FO0): (3.3)
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Figure 3.11: Schematics of Fourier transform infrared spectrometer based
on a Michelson interferometer.
The signal intensity measured by the detector can be expressed as a function
of the path dierence  and the spectroscopic wavenumber ~ = 1=,
I(; ~) = I(~)[1 + cos(2~)]; (3.4)
where I(~) is the spectrum to be determined. The signal intensity measured
by the detector is
I() =
Z 1
0
I(; ~)d~ =
Z 1
0
I(~)[1 + cos(2~)]d~: (3.5)
If we use the even extension of I(~), we can write Eq. (3.5) in the form of
the Fourier transform,
I()  1
2
I( = 0) =
Z 1
0
I(~) cos(2~)d~ =
1
2
Z 1
 1
I(~) cos(2~)d~
=
1
2
Z 1
 1
I(~) exp( i2~)d~:
(3.6)
From Eq. (3.5) we know that I() is also an even function. Then we can
extract the spectrum I(~) from the interferogram I() measured by the de-
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tector as
I(~) = 2
Z 1
 1
[I()  1
2
I( = 0)] exp(i2~)d
= 4
Z 1
0
[I()  1
2
I( = 0)] cos(2~)d:
(3.7)
The transmission spectrum of a sample can be measured by putting the
sample in front of the detector. The measured spectrum I() contains the
instrumental frequency response I0() from all optical components (source,
beam splitter, mirrors, etc.) and electrical components (ampliers, lters,
etc.), and the transmission response of the sample T ().
I() = I0()T () (3.8)
Figure 3.12 shows the extraction of absorption coecient () from the ratio
of two transmission measurements. Half of the sample is etched and the
transmission through each half of the sample is measured. The instrumental
response is calibrated out automatically, and the absorption coecient can
be found as
() =
1
d
ln

Tetched()
Tunetched()

=
1
d
ln

Ietched()
Iunetched()

; (3.9)
where d is the etching depth.
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Figure 3.12: Transmission and absorption measurements of a type-II
superlattice sample.
The transmission spectra of two interface controlled PL samples #2300537
and #2300538 are measured at 300 K, as shown in Fig. 3.13, using the
Bomem DA8 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer with a Globar source
and a KBr beam splitter. The sample information is shown in Fig. 3.8. Since
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Figure 3.13: Transmission spectra measured at 300 K of two interface
controlled photoluminescence samples: (a) #2300537 (InSb-like with Sb
soak) and (b) #2300538 (forced thick InSb).
the PL samples only have 80 periods of superlattice, the etching depth is only
400 nm, and the dierence is small between the transmission through etched
and unetched parts. The extracted absorption coecients for both samples
are shown in Fig. 3.14. We can see a clear red-shift of the cuto wavelength
with thicker InSb interfaces, which agrees with our theory in Section 3.3 and
the PL data in Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.14: Absorption spectra measured at 300 K of two interface
controlled photoluminescence samples: #2300537 (InSb-like with Sb soak)
and #2300538 (forced thick InSb).
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we study the light p-doping eect in type-II superlattices by
modeling the photoluminescence and quantum eciency spectra at dierent
doping concentrations and excess carrier concentrations. It is shown that
the light p-doping does not sacrice much of the T2SL optical performance,
which allows us to minimize the dark current by reducing the minority carrier
concentration or block the carrier diusion by barrier designs.
We also investigate the interfacial eect in type-II superlattices by includ-
ing the actual interfacial layers in our model. Interfacial layers are shown
both theoretically and experimentally to have a large eect on the optical
properties in type-II superlattices. It is predicted that by the control of the
interfacial layer type and thickness, we can achieve a large tunable range of
the optical properties in type-II superlattices and signicant improvement of
the device performance.
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CHAPTER 4
DEVICE PERFORMANCE OF TYPE-II
SUPERLATTICE PHOTODETECTORS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the fabrication processes using the wet etch and the dry etch
for type-II superlattice photodetectors are shown. The device mesa sidewalls
produced by both etching techniques are compared to optimize the recipe.
The devices to be studied here are based on a n-p -p type-II superlattice
sample designed to have a 10 m cuto wavelength at 77 K. The absorber
p  region and p region consist of InAs/GaSb superlattices and the n region
as an hole barrier is composed of the InAs/AlSb wide-gap superlattice. The
device characterization includes the I-V measurement (without light illumi-
nation), detector spectral response measurement using the Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and the black-body calibration of the detector
responsivity.
The bias-dependent FTIR and black-body calibration are set up using the
current preamplier. It is shown that the detector responsivity increases with
the reverse bias voltage but the cuto wavelength remains the same. The
responsivity and the quantum eciency saturate at a certain reverse bias,
indicating the collection eciency of the photo-generated carriers reaches its
maximum.
Devices with dierent mesa sizes but fabricated together on the same wafer
are compared. Dierent mesa sizes provide dierent perimeter-to-area ratio,
which determines the surface-channel dark current from the mesa sidewalls.
The size-dependent study of the I-V characteristics and the dierential resis-
tance at zero bias shows good agreement with the empirical formula. This
good agreement allows us to extract important parameters regarding the bulk
dierential resistance and the surface resistivity, which evaluates the sidewall
quality. These parameters are also important when comparing dierent etch-
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ing recipes or passivation methods. The measured detector photoresponse is
roughly proportional to the optical area while the calibrated responsivity is
almost independent of the optical area, which indicates that majority of the
illuminated area contributes to the photo-generation of carriers.
4.2 Device fabrication
The fabrication of infrared photodetectors includes two major steps, (1) de-
vice mesa formation and (2) metal deposition for top and bottom contacts.
The device mesa formation is necessary for electrical isolation among devices
and can be done by either wet etch or dry etch (plasma etch), as shown in
Fig. 4.1 (a) and (b). The conventional p-i-n type-II superlattice (T2SL) de-
tectors are made of superlattices sandwiched between highly doped n+ and
p+ layers with the GaSb substrate. To do the mesa wet etch (chemical etch),
we rst spin-coat the photoresist on the sample and pattern it with a pho-
tomask by photolithography. Then the patterned photoresist layer becomes
the mask dening the wet etch mesa. The sample is then etched with a citric
acid based solution and the region covered by the patterned photoresist is
ideally unetched. The mesas are then formed after removing the photoresist,
as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a).
To isolate device mesas by dry etch (plasma etch), a Si3N4 mask is needed
to protect the patterned region from plasma. To do so, the Si3N4 mask
needs to be patterned as well. Firstly, a thin Si3N4 layer is deposited on
the sample, over which a layer of photoresist is spin-coated and patterned
by photolithography. Next, a thin layer (12 nm) of Ni is deposited. After
metal lifto, we can see that the area that was not covered by the photoresist
previously is now covered by Ni, which acts as a mask for etching Si3N4. The
Si3N4 layer is then etched using a CHF3-based Freon reactive-ion etching
(RIE) technology. Removing the Ni mask with the TFG nickel etchant,
we have the patterned Si3N4 mask for mesa isolation. The mesa etch is
performed using the inductively-coupled plasma (ICP) RIE technology with
BCl3=Ar. The procedure for dry etch is shown in Fig. 4.1. The reason we
choose Ni instead of photoresist as the mask for Si3N4 etch is that the Ni
mask produces much better sidewall prole than photoresist and does not
have the problem of being burnt by plasma.
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Figure 4.1: Device fabrication steps for (a) mesa formation using wet etch,
(b) mesa formation using dry etch, and (c) metallization for top and
bottom contacts.
Figure 4.2: SEM pictures showing the sidewall proles of the detector
mesas formed by wet etch (left) and dry etch (right).
Figure 4.2 shows the comparison between the wet etch and the dry etch.
The wet etch process is high isotropic, thus the region covered by the photore-
sist is also etched. The shallow parts exposed longer in the etchant are etched
more, producing the tilted sidewall prole, an eect known as undercutting.
On the other hand, the dry etch process is highly anisotropic and it produces
a nearly vertical sidewall prole. Therefore, for small features or deep etch,
the dry process is normally preferred. For T2SL infrared photodetectors, the
sidewall quality signicantly aects the detector dark current and electrical
performance. Therefore, dry etching is still preferred, despite the processing
complexity.
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After the device mesas are formed, the top and bottom contacts need to
be deposited. The photoresist mask created by photolithography is used as
the pattern. The thick Au/Ti layer is then deposited conformally. After
the metal lifto, the top and bottom contacts are separated and the optical
aperture is opened on the top contact, as shown in Fig. 4.1 (c).
1000 Å InAs0.92Sb0.08 top contact 
n=5!1017 cm-3
80 periods n-superlattice 
n=5!1017 cm-3 (Te) InAs/AlSb 42Å/12Å 
400 periods p"-superlattice
p"=1!1016 cm-3 (Be) InAs/GaSb 42Å/21Å 
80 periods p-superlattice 
p=5!1017 cm-3 (Be) InAs/GaSb 42Å/21Å 
3000 Å GaSb bottom contact 
p=5!1017 cm-3 (Be) 
Unintentionally doped p-type
GaSb substrate 
Figure 4.3: Layer structure of LSL6b sample.
The LSL6b sample is provided by Dr. Sumith Bandara at Night Vision
and Electronic Sensors Directorate (NVESD). It is an InAs/GaSb T2SL de-
tector n-p -p sample grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) with a cuto
wavelength at 10 m. The wafer was grown on an unintentionally doped (nat-
urally p-type) GaSb substrate. Then a 3000 A thick p-doped (51017 cm 3)
GaSb contact layer is grown, where the mesa etch will stop and the bottom
metal contact will be deposited. The p-superlattice region is made of 80 pe-
riods of InAs/GaSb 42 A/21 A with a p-doping of 5 1017 cm 3. The main
absorption region is made of 400 periods of InAs/GaSb 42 A/21 A superlat-
tice with a light p-doping of 11016 cm 3. The n-superlattice region consists
of 80 periods of InAs/AlSb 42 A/12 A with a n-doping of 51017 cm 3. The
layer structure is shown in Fig. 4.3.
The wide-gap AlSb layers used in the n-superlattice largely increase the
superlattice eective band gap in the n-region. Due to the high n-doping,
the Fermi level is above the superlattice conduction band edge. After the
band alignment with the p  and p regions, an energy barrier is formed in
the valence band. Such a barrier can block photo-generated holes to ensure
their traveling toward the p-region. It can also hinder the diusion of minor-
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Figure 4.4: Energy band alignment for LSL6b sample calculated by 8-band
k  p method.
ity holes from the n-contact to the p  absorption region, thus reducing the
diusion dark current. Figure 4.4 shows the energy band alignment for the
three superlattice regions, where the eective conduction and valence band
edges are calculated by the 8-band k  p method. The positions of Fermi
levels in the three regions are found using Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) after the
energy dispersion relation is solved.
4.3 Bias-dependent photoresponse and black-body
calibration
For FTIR transmission measurements, we put the sample in the FTIR beam
path before the internal HgCdTe detector. However, to measure the pho-
toresponse of a T2SL detector, we replace the internal detector with our
devices and the device current output is the interferogram, which is fed back
to the spectrometer for Fourier transform, the output of which gives the
photoresponse spectrum. The schematic of the photoresponse measurement
with bias-dependence is shown in Fig. 4.5. In order to bias the device and
collect photocurrent at the same time, we use the Stanford Research SR570
current-to-voltage preamplier, and bypass the built-in preamplier of the
FTIR machine. The amplied output (interferogram) is fed back to the FTIR
for Fourier transform and spectrum calculation.
Since we cannot determine the response of the internal optics in the FTIR
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Fourier
transform
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the bias-dependent photoresponse measurement.
machine, we cannot calibrate the measured photoresponse, which is for this
reason given in an arbitrary unit. In order to obtain the actual values of the
device responsivity and quantum eciency, we need to use the black-body
source for calibration because the power radiated by a black body at a given
temperature is known. According to Planck's law, the power radiated per
unit area of the emitting surface in the normal direction per unit solid angle
per unit wavenumber is
B~(T ) = 2hc
2~3
1
exp (hc~=kBT )  1 ; (4.1)
where ~ = 1= is the spectroscopic wavenumber in 1/m. Then the incident
optical power on the device is
 = (a=2)2
cmtw
Z
B~(T )fBPF (~)d~
= (a=2)2
Aoptical
d2
cmtw
Z
2hc2~3
exp (hc~=kBT )  1fBPF (~)d~;
(4.2)
where Aoptical is the size of the device optical area (area not covered by metal),
d is the distance from the radiation aperture (pin hole) to the device, and

 = Aoptical=d
2 is the solid angle. The spike lter (band-pass lter) response
is fBPF , a is the diameter of the radiation aperture (pin hole), cm is the
chopper modulation factor, and tw is the cryostat window transmission. The
schematic of the black-body calibration with bias-dependence is shown in Fig.
4.6. The spike lter is used so that we can calibrate the responsivity value
at the specic wavelength and scale the whole spectrum. The photocurrent
generated by the black-body source is very weak compared to the detector
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noise current; therefore, we need to use the lock-in technique to eliminate
the noise and obtain only the photocurrent. The experimental setup for
bias-dependent black-body calibration is shown in Fig. 4.6.
Vbias
T2SL 
device
Stanford SR570 
current preamplifier 
frequency
generator
Lock-in
amplifier
Mikron M 305 
Black-body
source
pin
hole
chopper
Calibrated
photocurrent
spike filter 
Figure 4.6: Schematic of the bias-dependent black-body calibration.
Assume (~) is the photoresponse measured by the FTIR, which is an
arbitrary unit. The actual responsivity R(~) of the device is proportional
to its photoresponse as R(~) = C(~), and the calibration is to nd the
constant C in A/W. Assume I is the photocurrent obtained from the lock-in
amplier, the total incident optical power  is calculated in Eq. (4.2), and
~0 is the center wavelength of the spike lter. Then we can say the device
responsivity at ~0 is R(~0) = I=, under the assumption that the spike lter
is narrow-band enough. The calibration can be done as
R(~) = R(~0)
(~)
(~0)
=
I=
(~0)
(~); (4.3)
and the calibration factor is
C =
I=
(~0)
: (4.4)
In reality, the spike lter is not passing a single wavelength, and the calibra-
tion in Eq. (4.3) becomes less accurate when the lter bandwidth becomes
wider. The reason for the inaccuracy of Eq. (4.3) with wide lter bandwidth
is that the total photocurrent I includes contributions from a nite wave-
length range. Let the responsivity be R(~) = C(~), then rigorously the
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total current should be written as
I = (a=2)2
Aoptical
d2
cmtw
Z
2hc2~3
exp (hc~=kBT )  1R(~)fBPF (~)d~
= C(a=2)2
Aoptical
d2
cmtw
Z
2hc2~3
exp (hc~=kBT )  1(~)fBPF (~)d~:
(4.5)
Then the correct calibration factor C should be
C =
I
(a=2)2
Aoptical
d2
cmtw
R
2hc2~3
exp (hc~=kBT ) 1(~)fBPF (~)d~
: (4.6)
To prove that Eq. (4.6) reduces to Eq. (4.4) when the bandwidth ~ of
the spike lter approaches zero, we see that if fBPF is only nonzero within
~ near ~0 and ~ ! 0, we can take  out of the integration and then use
Eq. (4.2),
C  I
(a=2)2
Aoptical
d2
cmtw(~0)
R
2hc2~3
exp (hc~=kBT ) 1fBPF (~)d~
=
I
(~0)
;
(4.7)
which is consistent with Eq. (4.4). Yet the calibration method in Eq. (4.6)
is valid even when the lter is not narrow-band.
The LSL6b sample is processed into working devices using the wet etching
as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a). We choose the best device with a 400 m 400 m
mesa size and an optical area of 81600 m2. To measure the bias-dependent
external quantum eciency, we use a spike lter with a center wavelength
at 0 = 4:74 m and a bandwidth of  = 400 nm. After we measure the
bias dependent photocurrent, we can obtain the responsivity and external
quantum eciency at 0,
ex(0) = R(0)
hc
e0
=
I

hc
e0
; (4.8)
where the incident optical power  can be calculated by Eq. (4.2). The
pin hole diameter a is 0.2 inches, the distance d from the pin hole to the
devices is 28 cm, and the optical area Aoptical is 81600 m
2. The measured
bias-dependent photocurrent and external quantum eciency are shown in
Fig. 4.7. We can see that the quantum eciency signicantly increases
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with reverse bias. Since the superlattice region is long, the tilt of the energy
bands caused by the external electric eld is very small. Thus the eect
on wave function overlap between electrons and holes is small, in contrast to
the quantum conned Stark eect (QCSE) observed in biased quantum wells.
However, the reverse bias has a large eect on the carrier transportation, and
the collection eciency of photo-generated carrier largely increases.
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Figure 4.7: Bias-dependent photocurrent and eternal quantum eciency of
a LSL6b device at 0 = 4:74 m at 77 K obtained from the black-body
(T = 1000 K) calibration.
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Figure 4.8: Bias-dependent responsivity of the same LSL6b device obtained
using the calibrated photocurrents at corresponding bias voltages in Fig.
4.7. The blue solid line indicates the responsivity that corresponds to 100%
external quantum eciency, where the responsivity is linear in wavelength
(R = e=hc) due to xed quantum eciency.
After we obtain the responsivity values at 0 = 4:74 m for dierent
bias voltages, we can calibrate the spectra from FTIR at corresponding bias
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voltages, as shown in Fig. 4.8. We can see that the responsivity increases
with the reverse bias for all wavelengths, and the cuto wavelength remains
the same.
4.4 Scaling eect of dark current and quantum
eciency
The LSL6b sample is processed into working devices using wet etching with
three dierent mesa sizes, 400 m 400 m, 300 m 300 m, and 200 m
 200 m. Both electrical and optical performance are characterized to study
the scaling eect. Figure 4.9 (a) and (b) show the dark current vs. voltage
(I-V) and dark current density vs. voltage (J-V) curves, respectively, mea-
sured at 77 K. We can see that the dark currents at reverse bias have little
dierence for the three sizes, which causes a big dierence in the dark cur-
rent densities at reverse bias. The dark current density is reduced with larger
mesa sizes. This indicates that the mesa side wall has a large contribution
to the dark current, because the bulk dark current density (including diu-
sion and generation-recombination mechanisms) is independent of the device
cross-section area. The disruption of the crystal periodicity and dangling
bonds at the mesa side walls result in surface trap states, which facilitate
the generation-recombination process. The side wall residues resulting from
the etching also cause defect-related leakage current. When the mesa area
increases, the contribution from the side wall becomes less signicant and
the dark current density becomes smaller.
The dierential resistance-area product (RA) can be obtained from the I-V
measurements, as shown in Fig. 4.10 (a). The total R0A [56] can be related
to the device perimeter-to-area (P/A) ratio as
1
R0A
=
1
(R0A)Bulk
+
1
rsurface
P
A
; (4.9)
where (R0A)Bulk is the contribution from bulk dark current mechanisms and
rsurface is the surface resistivity in 
cm. The R0A values for three sizes are
obtained from Fig. 4.10 (a) at zero bias. The (R0A)
 1 values are plotted as
a function of P=A in Fig. 4.10 (b), showing a linear behavior. The result
agrees with Eq. (4.9).
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Figure 4.9: (a) Dark current vs. voltage and (b) dark current density vs.
voltage curves of LSL6b devices with three dierent mesa sizes measured at
77 K.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Dierential resistance-area product RA vs. voltage of
LSL6b devices with three dierent mesa sizes measured at 77 K. (b) Inverse
zero-bias dierential resistance-area product (R0A)
 1 as a function of
perimeter-to-area P=A ratio.
The photoresponses of the three same devices are measured using the FTIR
at 77 K. The optical areas for the 400 m 400 m, 300 m 300 m, and
200 m  200 m devices are 81600 m2, 46600 m2, and 21600 m2, re-
spectively. We can see that the photoresponse increases with optical area
in Fig. 4.11 (a). The power density from FTIR is constant so the total
incident power is proportional to the device optical area. Therefore, ide-
ally the photoresponse is also proportional to the device optical area. After
the black-body calibration, the responsivity and external quantum eciency
spectra can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 4.11 (b). We can see that after
calibration, the three devices give very similar responsivity, which indicates
the optical performance is mainly determined by the sample design.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Photoresponse, and (b) responsivity (solid) and external
quantum eciency (dotted) of LSL6b devices with three dierent mesa
sizes measured at 77 K.
By doing the bias-dependent black-body calibration, we can obtain the
photocurrent and quantum eciency at 4:74 m as functions of the voltage,
as shown in Fig. 4.12. The photocurrent is almost proportional to the optical
area while the three devices give similar quantum eciencies. We can also
see that the quantum eciency will saturate at certain reverse bias where
the collection eciency is maximized.
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Figure 4.12: (a) Bias-dependent photocurrent and (b) bias-dependent
quantum eciency at 4:74 m of LSL6b devices with three dierent mesa
sizes measured at 77 K.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we show the fabrication procedure of the type-II superlat-
tice photodetectors using both wet etch and dry etch. Devices processed
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using the LSL6b n-p -p sample have  10 m cuto wavelengths, which
agree with the design. The detector responsivity and quantum eciency at
dierent bias voltages are obtained, showing the increase of carrier collec-
tion eciency with reverse bias, while the absorption bandedge remains the
same. The size-dependent electrical performance is studied. The inverse of
the dierential resistance-area product is linear with the perimeter-to-area
ratio of the device mesa. The result agrees with the empirical model and we
can extract parameters to evaluate the sidewall quality. The device respon-
sivity has little dependence on the optical area, which indicates most of the
illuminated area contributes to the photocurrent.
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CHAPTER 5
TYPE-II SUPERLATTICE
INTERFACE-CONTROLLED
PHOTODETECTORS
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 1.2, it is very challenging to simultaneously improve
the electrical and optical performance of the type-II superlattice (T2SL) pho-
todetector, or simultaneously increase the cuto wavelength and the quantum
eciency. In this chapter, we demonstrate the design, fabrication and the
characterization of the interface-controlled T2SL photodetectors, and over-
come the tradeo among the design parameters by properly forcing interfacial
layers in the T2SLs.
A set of four InAs/GaSb T2SL samples was designed at UIUC and grown
at IQE, Inc, aiming for 12 m cuto wavelengths. A comparison study is
performed between two samples with the same layer structure and n-p -
p doping but with and without forced submonolayer InSb interfaces. The
samples are rst prepared for the transmission and absorption measurements
using the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The obtained absorption
spectra show absorption bandedges near 12 m and a reasonable amount of
absorption strength is maintained. The red-shift of the bandedge with InSb
interfaces is also seen, as predicted by our model.
The two samples are then processed into working devices using the same
dry etch recipe. The I-V measurements show that by interface control, the
dark current is reduced by over 40 times at 4.2 K. Meanwhile, the zero-
bias dierential resistance-area product (R0A) is improved by over 20 times.
The X-ray diraction data shows much better lattice match using the InSb
interfacial layers due to the strain compensation, which is the main cause of
the improvement of the electrical performance.
The device photoresponse is measured by Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy and calibrated by a black-body source, in order to show that the
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optical performance is also improved. The detector responsivity spectrum
shows a 2 m increase of the cuto wavelength due to the InSb interfacial
eect, and the responsivity is increased throughout the whole spectrum. The
InSb interfacial layers not only shrink down the superlattice eective band
gap, but also facilitate the photo-generation of carriers.
5.2 Sample design and absorption measurements
According to the theoretical modeling and photoluminescence (PL) measure-
ments of the interface-controlled PL samples in Chapter 3, we expect that
the cuto wavelength and the quantum eciency can increase simultaneously
using interfacial eect, which can hardly be achieved using conventional well-
width engineering. Furthermore, by forcing InSb interfaces, we can introduce
biaxial compressive strain to the superlattice to compensate the overall bi-
axial tensile strain, which is caused by the lattice constant of InAs being
smaller than that of the GaSb substrate. Better strain balance is expected
to produce smaller defect density and longer minority carrier lifetime, which
can suppress both the diusion and generation-recombination dark currents.
The idea of interface control is applied to the design of n-p -p long-wave
infrared device samples. Four state-of-the-art type-II superlattice samples
designed at UIUC are grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at IQE, Inc.
The interface control and the absorber region doping are slightly dierent for
comparison study. As shown in Table 5.1, IFA and IFB samples are without
interface control, IFRA has submonolayer InSb interfaces (target 2.4 A), and
IFRB has thick InSb interfaces (target 4.0 A). IFA and IFRA both have
absorber doping level at p  = 5 1015 cm 3, and IFB and IFRB both have
absorber doping level at p  = 1:5 1016 cm 3.
Figure 5.1 shows the layer structures of the four interface-controlled sam-
ples. The superlattice regions all consist of InAs/GaSb 45 A/24 A, and the
cuto wavelength is designed at 11 m at 77 K. The interfacial layers are
forced on GaSb layers, and the total thickness of one superlattice period re-
mains the same. All four samples are grown on unintentionally doped GaSb
substrates with 500 nm p+-doped (p+ = 1  1018 cm 3) GaSb buer lay-
ers on top as the bottom contact regions. The structure is then followed
by 80 periods of p-superlattice with graded p-doping from 1  1018 cm 3 to
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2  1017 cm 3, 300 periods of p -superlattice as the main absorber region,
and 80 periods of n-superlattice with graded n-doping from 2 1017 cm 3 to
1 1018 cm 3. Then a 20 nm of n+-doped (n+ = 1 1018 cm 3) InAs layer
is grown as the top contact region.
Table 5.1: Interface-controlled type-II superlattice device samples designed
at UIUC
Sample Name Interfacial layer Absorber [p]
on GaSb doping (cm 3)
2011-05-LWIR-IF-A (IFA) Standard 5:0 1015
2011-05-LWIR-IF-B (IFB) Standard 1:5 1016
2011-05-LWIR-IF-A-Rev2 (IFRA) 2.4 A InSb 5:0 1015
2011-05-LWIR-IF-B-Rev2 (IFRB) 4.0 A InSb 1:5 1016
!"#$%
!"#$%
200 Å InAs top contact 
n=1!1018 cm-3 (Si) 
80 periods n-superlattice 
Graded n=1!1018 ~ 2!1017 cm-3 (Si)
InAs/GaSb 45Å/24Å 
80 periods p-superlattice 
Graded p=2!1017 ~1!1018 cm-3 (Be)
InAs/GaSb 45Å/24Å 
5000 Å GaSb bottom contact 
p=1!1018 cm-3 (Be) 
Unintentionally doped p-type
GaSb substrate 
!"#$%
GaSb
GaSb
GaSb
GaSb
!"#$%
*For IFA and IFRA, p"=5.0!1015 cm-3 (Be) 
*For IFB and IFRB, p"=1.5!1016 cm-3 (Be) 
Forced InSb interface: 
IFRA: 2.4 Å
IFRB: 4.0 Å
Sample IFRA & IFRB: 
with InSb interface 
control
Sample IFA & IFB: 
without interface 
control
50 Å GaSb cap 
300 periods p"-superlattice*
InAs/GaSb 45Å/24Å 
Figure 5.1: Layer structures of IQE interface-controlled device samples
designed at UIUC.
In order to verify that our designs can work at LWIR and the sample
growth with interface control follows our design, we rst characterize the
absorption coecient before device fabrication. As illustrated in Section 3.4,
half of the sample is etched using the wet etch and the etching is stopped be-
fore the buer layer. The transmission through both halves of the sample is
measured consecutively to extract the absorption coecient of the superlat-
tice region. A comparison study is performed on the IFA and IFRA samples.
Figure 5.2 shows the measured transmission spectra of the IFA sample us-
ing the FTIR. The two solid curves are obtained at 300 K with red and green
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Figure 5.2: Measured transmission spectra of the IFA sample at 78 K
(dashed) and 300 K (solid). Both the unetched sample and the sample with
superlattice partially etched are measured to extract the absorption
coecient.
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Figure 5.3: Measured transmission spectra of the IFRA sample at 78 K
(dashed) and 300 K (solid). Both the unetched sample and the sample with
superlattice partially etched are measured to extract the absorption
coecient.
corresponding to the etched and unetched side, respectively. The two dashed
curves are obtained at 78 K with black and blue corresponding to the etched
and unetched sides, respectively. The etched side has larger transmission due
to the removal of the superlattice region and the reduced absorption. The
transmission curves between the etched and unetched sides starts to deviate
at around 12 m, indicating the superlattice absorption cuto. Further-
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more, we see that for etched side transmission, the response rolls o at short
wavelengths but the roll-o appears at shorter wavelengths when the temper-
ature is lower. Although both the Globar source and the KBr beam splitter
responses drop toward near-infrared, the temperature-dependent roll-o in-
dicates that the substrate absorption has a major contribution. When the
temperature increases, the absorption bandedge energy for the GaSb sub-
strate decreases, and the transmission rolls o at a smaller photon energy.
The same sample preparation and transmission measurement are repeated
for the IFRA sample, as shown in Fig. 5.3. Comparing the transmission
curves for the unetched IFA and IFRA samples in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3,
we can see the transmission through IFRA is smaller than through IFA,
which indicates that the IFRA superlattice region has a larger absorption
coecient.
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Figure 5.4: Extracted absorption spectra of the IFA and IFRA samples at
78 K (dashed) and 300 K (solid).
After the transmission spectra are measured, we can use Eq. (3.9) to obtain
the absorption coecients of the IFA and IFRA samples at 78 K and 300 K,
as shown in Fig. 5.4. Comparing the curves at 78 K and 300 K, both IFA
and IFRA absorption spectra have red-shifts of the cuto wavelengths since
the material band gaps decrease with increasing temperature. We can also
see that IFRA has a longer cuto wavelength than IFA, which agrees with
our prediction and the photoluminescence results of the interfacial eect in
Chapter 3. Absorption coecients around 2000 cm 1 for both samples are
very promising for designs beyond 12 m cuto.
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5.3 Temperature-dependent electrical performance
After we verify the absorption cuto wavelength and amplitude for both
the IFA and IFRA samples, we continue to process them into photodetec-
tors for comparison study. Both samples are processed with the same dry
etch recipe following the steps in Fig. 4.1, using the inductively coupled
plasma (ICP) reactive-ion etching (RIE). Figure 5.5 shows the schematics of
the fabricated photodetectors. The devices are mounted on the chip carrier
and wire-bonded. The cryostat (Janis ST-100) is used for low-temperature
measurements. The liquid helium with a transfer line and the temperature
controller with an internal heater are used for the temperature-dependent
study from 4 K to room temperature.
The I-V characteristics of both IFA and IFRA devices with 400 m 
400 m and 300 m  300 m mesa sizes are obtained at liquid helium
temperature (4.2 K), as shown in Fig. 5.6. The size dependence can be
seen as the dark current increases with the device cross-section area. The
dark currents for IFA devices at 300 mV reverse bias are 1.645 mA and 2.298
mA for 300 m  300 m and 400 m  400 m mesa sizes, respectively.
The dark currents for IFRA devices at 300 mV reverse bias are 25.42 A and
59.52 A for 300 m300 m and 400 m400 m mesa sizes, respectively.
We can see the improvement of the dark current is more than 40 times at
4.2 K.
Ti/Pt/Au
InAs n-contact
n-type SLs: 80 periods
pi-type SLs: 300 periods
p-type SLs: 80 periods
Ti/Pt/Au
GaSb p-contact
GaSb n.i.d. Substrate
Figure 5.5: Schematic of a processed type-II superlattice photodetector
using the IF-series n-p -p sample designed at UIUC.
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Figure 5.6: (a) I-V curves at 4.5 K of IFA devices with 400 m 400 m
and 300 m 300 m mesa sizes. (b) I-V curves at 4.2 K of IFRA devices
with 400 m 400 m and 300 m 300 m mesa sizes.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Current density-voltage (J-V) curves at 4.5 K of IFA devices
with 400 m 400 m and 300 m 300 m mesa sizes. (b) Current
density-voltage (J-V) curves at 4.2 K of IFRA devices with
400 m 400 m and 300 m 300 m mesa sizes.
The current density-voltage (J-V) curves and the dierential resistance-
area product vs. voltage (RA-V) curves are obtained from the I-V measure-
ments, as shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8. We can see by the interface control,
the R0A value at 4.2 K increases from 0.16 
cm
2 to 3.7 
cm2 (over 20 times).
The temperature-dependent I-V curves of the 300 m  300 m IFA and
IFRA devices are measured, as shown in Fig. 5.9. We can still see the diode
behavior for both devices up to 145 K. The temperature-dependent J-V and
RA-V curves are then obtained, as shown in Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11.
From Fig. 5.10 we can see that the dark current reduction by interface
control becomes smaller at higher temperatures. One possible reason is that
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Figure 5.8: (a) Dierential resistance-area product vs. voltage (RA-V)
curves at 4.5 K of IFA devices with 400 m 400 m and 300 m 300 m
mesa sizes. (b) Dierential resistance-voltage (RA-V) curves at 4.2 K of
IFRA devices with 400 m 400 m and 300 m 300 m mesa sizes.
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Figure 5.9: Temperature-dependent I-V curves of 300 m 300 m devices
made of (a) IFA and (b) IFRA.
the diusion dark current starts to dominate at higher temperatures and it
is strongly dependent on the intrinsic carrier concentration. The eective
band gap for IFRA is larger than IFA due to the InSb interfacial eect (red-
shift of bandedge), thus the intrinsic carrier concentration is larger for IFRA,
resulting in a larger dark current.
The R0A product of a photodiode has contributions from multiple dark
current mechanisms. It can be written as
1
(R0A)total
=
1
(R0A)diffusion
+
1
(R0A)G R
+
1
(R0A)tunneling
+
1
(R0A)SC
=
X
j
1
(R0A)j
;
(5.1)
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Figure 5.10: Temperature-dependent current density-voltage (J-V) curves
of 300 m 300 m devices made of (a) IFA and (b) IFRA.
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Figure 5.11: Temperature-dependent dierential resistance-area product vs.
voltage (RA-V) curves of 300 m 300 m devices made of (a) IFA and (b)
IFRA.
where we consider the four most important current mechanisms, namely the
diusion, generation-recombination, tunneling, and surface channel [57, 58].
Each of them can be expressed in terms of the intrinsic carrier concentration
ni as
(R0A)j = Cjn
 j
i ; (5.2)
where j = 2 for the diusion case, j = 1 for the G-R case, j = 0:5 for the
surface channel current case. The tunneling R0A is independent of ni, and
the tunneling dark current has weak dependence on temperature. The factor
Cj can have temperature dependence, yet it is much less signicant than the
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exponential temperature dependence in ni, that is,
ni / exp( Eg=2kBT ); (5.3)
where Eg is the energy gap. If one mechanism is dominant within a certain
temperature range, then the Arrhenius plot of R0A will be a straight line.
The slope of the straight line gives the activation energy, which is dened as
Eact =
@(lnR0A)
@(1=kBT )
: (5.4)
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Figure 5.12: Arrhenius plot of the dierential resistance-area product of a
300 m 300 m and a 400 m 400 m IFA device.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the R0A Arrhenius plots of the IFA devices
and IFRA devices, respectively. For both devices, we can see clearly the two
dierent slopes, corresponding to the diusion and generation-recombination
dominant regions. Also the R0A values for IFRA devices are higher than
those for IFA devices, which indicates that IFRA devices have a longer G-R
lifetime and smaller defect density.
Figure 5.14 shows the X-ray diraction (XRD) spectra of the IFA and
IFRA samples measured at IQE, Inc. We can see that without interface
control, the superlattice n = 0 peak has a larger diraction angle than the
GaSb substrate peak, which indicates that the superlattice eective lattice
constant is smaller than that of the substrate. Therefore the overall super-
lattice has a biaxial tensile strain, which is introduced by the InAs layers.
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Figure 5.13: Arrhenius plot of the dierential resistance-area product of a
300 m 300 m and a 400 m 400 m IFRA device.
With the sub-monolayer InSb interface control, the superlattice n = 0 peak
has a larger diraction angle than the substrate peak; therefore the super-
lattice has a net biaxial compressive strain, which is introduced by the InSb
interfacial layers. The comparison of the two XRD spectra shows that the
IFRA sample has better strain balance than the IFA sample. We believe that
because of the strain balance, the defect density is reduced and the carrier
lifetime increases, which is the reason for the signicant improvement of the
electrical performance.
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Figure 5.14: X-ray diraction spectra of the IFA (left) and IFRA (right)
samples.
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5.4 Temperature-dependent optical performance
After comparison study of the electrical performance of IFA and IFRA de-
vices, we also need to characterize their optical spectra in order to show that
the interface control does not sacrice the optical performance.
Figure 5.15 shows the temperature dependent photoresponse of an IFA
device in an arbitrary unit measured by the FTIR. We can see the cuto
wavelength is around 10 m at 77 K without interface control. The cuto
wavelength has a red-shift with increasing temperature. The reason is that
most compound semiconductor materials have a smaller band gap at a higher
temperature. This is in contrast to the bias-dependent photoresponse at a
xed temperature in Fig. 4.8. The cuto wavelength hardly changes with
bias voltage, which indicates that the quantum conned Stark eect (QCSE)
is insignicant for T2SL photodiodes.
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Figure 5.15: Temperature-dependent photoresponse of a 400 m 400 m
IFA device.
The photoresponse decreases at higher temperature not only due to the
reduced absorption coecient but also because the collection eciency of
the photo-generated carriers is reduced. Since the carrier lifetime reduces
at higher temperature, a larger portion of the photo-generated electron-hole
pairs will recombine before they reach the contacts.
Figure 5.16 shows the temperature-dependent photoresponse of a 400 m
400 m IFRA device. With interface control, the cuto wavelength at 77 K
is 12 m. The red-shift of the cuto wavelength and the decrease of the
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Figure 5.16: Temperature-dependent photoresponse of a 400 m 400 m
IFRA device.
photoresponse are also seen with increasing temperature. The signal-to-
noise ratio decreases at higher temperatures. The noise peaks at 12 m at
higher temperatures are higher-order harmonics of the low-frequency noise
that extends periodically to very long wavelengths.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the responsivity spectra of IFA (blue dashed)
and IFRA (red solid) devices at 4.5 K (left) and 77 K (right).
Figure 5.17 shows the comparison between the responsivity curves for IFA
and IFRA devices at 4.2 K and 77 K after the black-body calibration. The
InSb interface control causes a clear red-shift of the cuto wavelength, and the
increase can be 1.5 m at 4.2 K and up to 2 m at 77 K. Furthermore, we can
see the simultaneous increase in the responsivity (and quantum eciency).
This can hardly be achieved by the conventional well-width engineering be-
cause increasing the cuto wavelength requires thicker layers, which results
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in a smaller electron-hole wavefunction overlap and absorption coecient.
By InSb interface control, not only the eective band gap reduces but also
the electron-hole pair generation is facilitated.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we demonstrate our novel design of InAs/GaSb interface-
controlled type-II superlattice photodetectors with forced submonolayers of
InSb. The measured absorption spectra show the desired cuto wavelength
and absorption strength. We can observe the red-shift of the eective band
gap caused by the interfacial eect. Two samples with and without the InSb
interface control are processed, characterized and compared. We observe
signicant reduction of dark current due to much better strain balance by
introducing the interfacial layers. We are also able to simultaneously increase
the cuto wavelength by 2 m and the quantum eciency over the whole
spectrum.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
6.1 Summary
In summary, we have discussed the underlying physics and working principles
of InAs/GaSb type-II superlattice (T2SL) photodetectors, showing a promis-
ing research future for this topic. Both the electrical and optical properties
of T2SL detectors are investigated theoretically and experimentally.
A theoretical model of T2SL optoelectronic properties is developed and
veried by convergence study and experimental data. The rigorous band
structure model is based on the 8-band k  p method with the eective mass
correction and the explicit 88 momentum matrix elements. Two boundary
conditions are implemented to show the convergence for large-scale problems.
The modeled absorption coecients agree well with the experimental data
in both mid-wavelength infrared and long wavelength infrared regions. Our
model serves as an important guide for the design of T2SL detectors and
connects the quantum structure level and the device-level calculations very
conveniently.
The eect of light p-doping on the T2SL photoluminescence and quan-
tum eciency is studied with our model. It is shown that the reduction in
quantum eciency due to the light p-doping is insignicant because of the
large eective mass in the valence band. Therefore, we can use the light p-
doping to tailor the electrical properties by suppressing the minority carrier
concentration or obtaining better band alignment.
The signicance of the interfacial eect in InAs/GaSb T2SLs is predicted
by the model and demonstrated with ve interface controlled photolumines-
cence samples. Actual interfacial layers of InSb, GaAs, or ternary types are
included in the model. It is shown that although interfacial layers are thin,
the large band edge discontinuity and the strong strain eect cause the T2SL
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eective band gap to have a signicant red-shift and blue-shift with InSb
and GaAs interfacial layers, respectively. The ve samples have the same
InAs/GaSb layer structure but dierent InSb interface control. The mea-
sured photoluminescence and absorption spectra agree well with our model.
Furthermore, our model predicts that the cuto wavelength and the ab-
sorption coecient can increase simultaneously, which indicates that InSb
interfacial layers not only reduce the eective band gap but also facilitate
the interband transition.
The fabrication process of the T2SL photodetectors is shown. The de-
vice mesa formation methods using wet etch and dry etch are compared,
showing the advantage of dry etch to produce high-quality mesa sidewalls.
The experimental setups for the sample transmission/absorption and device
photoresponse using the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) are
illustrated. A black-body source at 1000 K is used to calibrate the device
responsivity using the lock-in technique. Both the FTIR and the black-body
calibration can be set up for the bias-dependent measurements using the cur-
rent preamplier. The LSL6b InAs/GaSb T2SL sample with a hole barrier
is processed and characterized. The dierential resistance-area product as
a function of the device mesa perimeter-to-area ratio follows the empirical
relation and allows us to evaluate the device sidewall quality and bulk dark
current.
We design a set of InAs/GaSb T2SL device samples to demonstrate the
advantage of the submonolayer InSb interfacial control, which is predicted
by our model. The two device samples for comparison study have the same
InAs/GaSb layer structure and n-p -p doping, but are grown with and with-
out InSb interface control. By the interface control, we show that the dark
current can be reduced by 40 times and the dierential resistance increases
by 20 times. The X-ray diraction data show that the InSb interface control
provides much better strain balance, and we believe the defect density is
largely reduced. We further demonstrate that the interface control improves
not only the electrical performance, but also the optical performance at the
same time. The cuto wavelength of the detector response spectra increases
by 2 m with the interface control, and, simultaneously, the responsivity
(also quantum eciency) increases throughout the whole spectra. The in-
terfacial engineering overcomes the tradeo between the cuto wavelength
and the absorption coecient encountered using the conventional well-width
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engineering.
6.2 Future work
One important future direction for this work is to design, fabricate and char-
acterize the Ga-free InAsSb/InAs T2SL detectors. We believe that the bulk
defect density is reduced in this material system, which provides a much
longer minority carrier lifetime and a large reduction in dark current. The
8-band k  p method can be used for the design of this system. We are also
trying to set up the time-resolved photoluminescence or the pump-probe
transmission measurement in order to extract the carrier lifetime in our de-
signed samples. We will also investigate how the interfacial layers aect the
carrier lifetime.
Another promising direction is the design of novel barrier detectors. With
our model, optical response of a design of multiple regions with dierent
eective superlattice band gaps and doping can be calculated. Besides the
improvement on sample design, we will also optimize the current device fab-
rication and passivation recipe to obtain better device performance.
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APPENDIX A
BLOCK-DIAGONALIZATION OF THE
8 8 LUTTINGER-KOHN HAMILTONIAN
After the basis transformation and axial approximation, the upper and lower
parts of the block-diagonalized Hamiltonian [25, 27] can be written as
HU44 =
2666664
Ec + A  
p
3V  V + i
p
2U  p2V   iU
 p3V Ev   P Q R + iS
p
2R   i 1p2S
 V   i
p
2U R   iS Ev   P+Q  
p
2Q  i
q
3
2
S
 p2V + iU
p
2R + i
1p
2
S
p
2Q+ i
q
3
2
S Ev   P 
3777775 ;
HL44 =
2666664
Ec + A  
p
3V  V   i
p
2U  p2V + iU
 p3V Ev   P Q R   iS
p
2R + i
1p
2
S
 V + i
p
2U R + iS Ev   P+Q  
p
2Q+ i
q
3
2
S
 p2V   iU
p
2R + i
1p
2
S
p
2Q  i
q
3
2
S Ev   P 
3777775 ;
(A-1)
where
A =
~2
2m0c
(k2t + k
2
z) + A; A = ac(xx + yy + zz);
P =
~2
2m0
1(k
2
t + k
2
z) + P; P =  av(xx + yy + zz);
Q =
~2
2m0
2(k
2
t   2k2z) +Q; Q =  
b
2
(xx + yy   2zz);
R =   ~
2
2m0
p
3(
2 + 3
2
)k2t =  
~2
2m0
p
3k2t ;
S =
~2
2m0
2
p
33k
2
t ; V =
1p
6
Pcvkt; U =
1p
3
Pcvkz;
Pcv =
~
m0
hiSj~
i
@
@x
jXi =
q
(~2=2m0)Ep ;
xx = yy =
a0   a
a
; zz =  2C12
C11
xx;
(A-2)
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and m0c, 1, 2, 3 are the corrected electron eective mass and corrected
Luttinger parameters based on experimental values and Eqs. (2.10)-(2.11).
Pcv is the Kane's parameter corresponding to the momentum matrix element
for s-state to p-state interband transitions, which is also represented by the
energy parameter Ep. ac, av, and b are the Pikus-Bir deformation potentials
that introduce strain eect into the Hamiltonian. For quantum well struc-
tures, kz is replaced by the dierential operator  i@=@z in the Hamiltonian.
The set of bases which block-diagonalizes the Hamiltonian is chosen as
ju1i = 1p
2
[j1ie i=2 + ij5iei=2]; ju5i = 1p
2
[j1ie i=2   ij5iei=2];
ju2i = 1p
2
[j2ie i3=2   ij6iei3=2]; ju6i = 1p
2
[j2ie i3=2 + ij6iei3=2];
ju3i = 1p
2
[ij3ie i=2   j7iei=2]; ju7i = 1p
2
[ ij3ie i=2   j7iei=2];
ju4i = 1p
2
[ ij4ie i=2   j8iei=2]; ju8i = 1p
2
[ij4ie i=2   j8iei=2]:
(A-3)
The original set of bases for the 8 8 LK Hamiltonian is
j1i = jiS "i; j5i = jiS #i;
j2i =   1p
2
j(X + iY ) "i; j6i = 1p
2
j(X   iY ) #i;
j3i = 1p
6
j   (X + iY ) # +2Z "i; j7i = 1p
6
j(X   iY ) " +2Z #i;
j4i = 1p
3
j(X + iY ) # +Z "i; j8i = 1p
3
j(X   iY ) "  Z #i:
(A-4)
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APPENDIX B
THE 8 8 MOMENTUM MATRIX
ELEMENTS
The 8 8 momentum matrix [30, 31] p can be derived from the 8 8 Hamil-
tonian under the same set of bases, following Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20). Each
energy eigen-state can be expressed in terms of basis functions weighted
by envelope functions using k  p perturbation. The momentum matrix ele-
ments for the transitions between two energy eigen-states are then evaluated.
Our contribution is to derive the general and explicit momentum matrix el-
ements in terms of the envelope functions, which can be readily used after
solving the coupled Hamiltonian. The results are shown as follows, where
 = tan 1(ky=kx).
h	n;1=Uc jx^  pj	m;2=Uv i = cos
Z
dz

~kt[
m0
m0c
g1;ng1;m   (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3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 
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6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22g

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p
22g

4;ng3;m] 
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[
p
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
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+
p
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p
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
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p
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p
3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2
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d
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d
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
:
(B-1)
h	n;1=Lc jx^pj	m;2=Lv i can be obtained by replacing gi;n with gi+4;n, gi;m with
gi+4;m, and d=dz with ( d=dz), based on Eq. (B-1).
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(B-2)
h	n;1=Lc jx^  pj	m;2=Uv i can be obtained by replacing gi;n with gi+4;n, gi;m
with gi 4;m, and d=dz with ( d=dz), based on Eq. (B-2).
h	n;1=Uc jz^  pj	m;2=Uv i = i
Z
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3
2
3kt[
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 
p
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d
dz
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+
1   2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dz
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
;
h	n;1=Uc jz^  pj	m;2=Lv i = 0;
h	n;1=Lc jz^  pj	m;2=Uv i = 0:
(B-3)
h	n;1=Lc jz^ pj	m;2=Lv i can be obtained by replacing gi;n with gi+4;n, gi;m with
gi+4;m, but not replacing d=dz with ( d=dz), based on Eq. (B-3).
The y-polarized momentum matrix elements are dierent from the x-
polarized ones only in the -dependent terms. However, after the -integration
in Eq. (2.16), both x- and y- polarizations give the same TE transition rate.
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h	n;1=Uc jy^  pj	m;2=Uv i can be obtained from the expression of h	n;1=Uc jx^ 
pj	m;2=Uv i by replacing cos with sin .
h	n;1=Uc jy^  pj	m;2=Lv i can be obtained from the expression of h	n;1=Uc jx^ 
pj	m;2=Lv i by replacing sin with (  cos) .
h	n;1=Lc jy^  pj	m;2=Uv i can be obtained from the expression of h	n;1=Lc jx^ 
pj	m;2=Uv i by replacing sin with (  cos) .
h	n;1=Lc jy^  pj	m;2=Lv i can be obtained from the expression of h	n;1=Lc jx^ 
pj	m;2=Lv i by replacing cos with sin .
From above we further simplify the momentum matrix term in Eq. (2.16)
and Eq. (2.21) as
U;LX
1;2
jh	1;nc je^  pj	2;mv ij2 = jh	U;nc je^  pj	U;mv ij2 + jh	U;nc je^  pj	L;mv ij2+
jh	L;nc je^  pj	U;mv ij2 + jh	L;nc je^  pj	L;mv ij2:
(B-4)
If only TE polarization is considered, then e^ = x^
h	U;nc je^  pj	U;mv i = h	L;nc je^  pj	L;mv i = cosMMEUU = cosMMELL;
h	U;nc je^  pj	L;mv i = h	L;nc je^  pj	U;mv i = i sinMMEUL = i sinMMELU:
(B-5)
Then Eq. (2.16) becomes
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